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UPS AND DOWNS OF THE ALPHABET

1 [ABC]. THE LADDER TO LEARNING or Amusing Alphabet in Verse. Illustrated with
numerous engravings. London: Published by John Bysh, 52, Paternoster Row. [watermarked, 1820]. £ 750

8vo, [18 x 10.5 cm], 13 engraved leaves including a hand coloured engraved title and 12 leaves with either two or three letters
illustrated with rhyming couplets below; original drab wrappers, the upper cover with a hand coloured paste over title (discreet repair to
lower wrapper); inscribed on inside fron cover ‘John Hillkirk’s Book, Beswick near Manchester, 1827.’

An unrecorded Regency ABC, probably frustrated by the publishers bankruptcy in March of 1820.
The cover contains a group of children ascending a
ladder of subjects into a large bushy oak tree of
‘Knowledge’ a sentiment further emphasized by the
title page showing Britannia passing a scroll to a
child here before a hill surmounted by the ‘Temple
of Wisdom.’ 
The ABC begins with the familiar ‘A was an archer,
who shot at a frog, B was a butcher, and had a great
dog.’ but then deviates from other known examples
to ‘C is a Cobler [sic] a merry old grig , D is a
Doctor with a bad-wig. ‘ Others letters include ‘F is
a Frenchman a Dandyfied Beau’ and the
unfortunate, but expected ‘J is a Jew who has a sly
look.’ Also more unusual subjects as ‘M is a
Mountebank selling a Pill’, ‘S is a Sailor drinking his
flip’, ‘X is Xantippe a scolding Wife’ and ‘Z is Old
Zoilus a maker of strife.’
The publisher is recorded as having issued a
number of similar works during the same period all
of which are somewhat less finished than those by
Darton or Wallis. Nevertheless they are very
charming in their use of caricature and colour and
hold their place against other publications for children the period.
Bysh surrendered himself into bankruptcy in on the 24th March 1820 and was still paying a dividend to claimants
three years later. His address in Paternoster row was subsequently taken by music-seller named Peck in 1824, but
before this date Bysh was still trading in some capacity at the address, possibly to pay off his debts, for he accused
in 1822 John Gilmore for stealing 104 books sent to him for binding up. Gilmour, who had pawned the items, was
acquitted as ‘The Court ruled that he did not steal books, but sheets of paper.’ Bysh seems to have paid off his
debts and re-establish his business at another address by 1825.
No copy found. and as far as we are aware, unrecorded.
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WITH RHYMING COUPLETS

2 [ABC PANORAMA]. [A COMIC ALPHABET] [n.p., Germany?] [n.d., c. 1820?]. £ 850

Rolled strip lithographed panorama consisting of three sheets conjoined, and measuring 15.5 x 196cm overall; disbound, as issued; some
minor foxing and chipping to edges, but still very desirable.

Very rare comic alphabet depicting men, women and children, occasionally with objects, ingeniously distorted to
form the 26 letters of the alphabet, each with rhyming couplet beneath in German and French concerning that
letter. 
The texts are sophisticated and are very obviously not intended for children. Under ‘S’, for example, there is a
reference to Hogarth’s Analysis of Beauty. It is interesting to note that the French is not simply a version of the
German and the other way round, and sometimes the texts differ from each other completely.

FRENCH WITH A TOUCH OF YORKSHIRE

3 [ABC PANORAMA]. ALPHABET PITORESQUE. A Lyon chez Pintard Jne. Editeur, r. de
l’Annonciade, 2. [c. 1850]. £ 750

Lithographed panorama in 25 sections, measuring 6 x 190cm overall, the letter ‘C’ headed with the words ‘Croquis par Ch. Rivière’,
and the publisher’s details appearing on ‘X’, folding accordion style into original green boards, upper cover with label printed in gold,
with central minute vignette, and title and publishing details within a decorative border, lightly rubbed, but a good copy overall.

Rare and charming French provincial panorama, produced for the juvenile or passing tourist market, or probably
both. The choice of York for the letter Y, with lithographed view of the Ouse bridge and the Minster in the
background, is particularly noteworthy.

TWO AMERICAN CLASSICS IN ONE TOY

4 [AMERICAN PANORAMA TOY]. NEGRO MINSTRELS. New York, McLoughlin Brothers,
[c. 1885]. £ 4,500

Chromolithograph panorama printed on conjoined strips, housed in a theatre with a proscenium of paste-paper and a ‘Backstage’ of
wood, [measuring 28.5 x 28 x 45 cm.], two wooden winders protruding through the top of the ‘Back-Stage’ are attached to the rollers,
with American flag across the top of the proscenium , pilasters figures on either side, and with the publishers details below; with 12
tableaux, each bearing monogram of the McLoughlins (details below); housed in accompanying box cover [25.5 x 32 x 5 cm.], the label
design for which duplicates the proscenium design, except that its centre is occupied by the title and a minstrel ringing time for the curtain
to raise, signed ‘Wm Memberger.’
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A highly desirable American chromolithograph moving
panorama with twelve scenes each illustrating, in rather
uncomfortable detail, the ‘Jim Crow’ era of popular
entertainment.
The scenes running from left to right that are depicted in
the tableaux show: [1] A minstrel performing a burlesque
rendition of Shakespeare’s Hamlet. He stands with his foot
on the tomb of dead court jester, Yorick. He holds up what
seems to be a sheep’s skull. On another tombstone are the
letters ‘BWB’ (monogram of the artist?) [2] A minstrel
delivering the stump speech. [3] An apparently inept
minstrel dancer collapsing backwards (whilst practising the
cakewalk?). He is watched by a similarly dressed minstrel
with a banjo. [4] Two dandy minstrels shaking hands. [5] A
dandy minstrel addressing a second minstrel who seems to
be acting the part of a domestic servant. [6] A seated
minstrel playing on the banjo whilst his companion dances
(the cakewalk?) [7] A lone minstrel wearing minute top hat
dancing, kicking one leg up high (part of cakewalk
routine?). A banjo leans against the wall. [8] A loan
minstrel, seated and singing, playing on the tambourine.

Presumably the audience favourite, ‘Brudder Tambo’. [9] A
male minstrel raising his hat to a lady minstrel who is wearing a
large bustle (asking her for dance?) Her hair is in a net, and she
carries a parasol. [10] A seated minstrel playing on the banjo in
a domestic setting. He wears very long shoes. He would seem
to be singing of his sweetheart whose portrait hangs on the
wall. [11] A loan minstrel in straw hat singing and dancing. He
wears long shoes. The scene backdrop is of woodland. A
winged shoe flies through the air. [12] A seated minstrel,
wearing handle-bar moustache, singing and playing the
castanets (bones). Presumably the show’s second audience
favourite, ‘Brudder Jones’.
The illustrator, William Momberger (1829-1895) was a native
of Frankfurt-am-Main, Germany where he studied art an first
learned how to use lithography. Unfortunately his zeal for the
revolution of 1848 decided his move to the United States that
same year, and by 1852 he had established the lithography
partnership, Coughey and Momberger in New York City.
Momberger illustrated many books for McLoughlin as late as
1888 and his obituary states that he was one of the last of the
‘Old American Illustrators’ when he died peacefully sitting in
the grape arbour of his garden.
Rare: we have been unable to locate another example of this panorama.

BRING YOUR OPERA GLASSES

5 [AMERICAN TRAVELLING PANORAMA]. COME AND SEE HARDY GILLARD’S
GREAT AMERICAN PANORAMA. (Mr. Gillard has travelled over the route, and therefore speaks from
positive experience). Stafford and Co., Printers and Engravers, Nottingham. [1875]. £ 1,500
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Single sheet measuring 250 x 750 mm, chromolithograph; lighted dust-soiled, short splits along fold lines and evidence of having been
removed from an album, otherwise in good original state. 

Rare map forming a programme for, and key to, Hardy Gillard’s Great American Panorama, a moving panorama
which had been exhibited at the St. James’s Hall, Piccadilly 165 times before being taken on tour in the provinces. 
Visitors were taken on an imaginary trip on the Pacific Railway from New York to San Francisco, ‘3500 miles in
two hours’. A large painted version of this map, stretched on a wire, was exhibited during performances. The first
15 minutes of the show was devoted to a lecture about it. The panorama itself consisted of 36 tableaux painted
from photographs. 
On the verso are printed reviews of the panorama from various newspapers and magazines, all this text being over-
printed in blue with details of the panorama’s visit to the Temperance Hall in Bolton in 1875. The public are
reassured that the entertainment includes no singing or dancing, that children in arms would not be admitted and to
‘Bring your opera glasses, as the paintings are full of detail’.

AT THE END OF THE GOLDEN AGE

6 [AMSTERDAM]. ENGELBRECHT, Martin. [AMSTERDAM]. [Augsburg]: [C.P. Maj. Mart.
Engelbrecht. excud. A.V. ca. 1750]. £ 1,500

Set of 6 engraved card-backed cut away sheets, [100 ×140 mm] with contemporary hand-colouring; contained in near contemporary
sugar-paper wrapper with title in Dutch in ink.

A fine series depicting the port of Amsterdam still thriving even as the ‘Golden Age’ was coming to an end.
The cut aways depict; [1] an opening with a pilaster on
each side and a boat with a cargo of barrels being
manoeuvred through the surf; [2] to the left a modest
house and to the right a wooden hut with a small boat
moored close by, in the centre a boat with a rower
having discharged a cargo; [3] a similar scene but
further into the bay with a stone warehouse to the left
and to the right a similar wooden warehouse, another
craft similar to that in the first sheet being piloted
with another cargo of barrels and two small sailing
craft; [4] The inlet has widened, to the left and right
more substantial two and three storied warehouses,
each has a large sailing craft moored in front with
their rigging exposed and ready to take on fresh cargo;
[6] the back sheet gives a panoramic view of
Amsterdam with the conspicuous boom in the middle
ground. 

CONVOLUTED PRINTING HISTORY

7 [BAKER, James]. THE MARITIME IMPERIAL GUIDE,
from London throughout the … courses of the river Thames and
Medway: and to the great military and naval stations … to which is
added, Home beauties, an illuminated addenda of engraved
landscapes … also entirely new panorama views. London: [C.
Whitingham] and others, circa 1809.                                           £ 650

8vo, pp. [2] title, 8, 5, [1] blank, 2, 86, 10; 4 etched ‘Picturesque Plans’ and 1 etched
view; original paper baked blue boards, marked in ink on upper cover ‘Subscribers Copy’
(slightly worn).

The Maritime Imperial Guide was probably Baker’s last attempt at making a
commercial success of his previously published guides.
James Baker produced his Imperial Guide or sometimes titled Home Beauties:
As Communicated to the Author of the Imperial Guide between 1797 and 1804.
That work has a complicated history that is infuriatingly difficult to
disentangle, however John Ballinger made a valiant attempt at collating the
different peculiarities of the book in his article for The Library 1916; s3-VII:
116-43. He there describes how some of the engraved views were reused
from Baker’s A Picturesque Guide through Wales of 1795. After having run into
financial difficulties James Baker then embarked on The Imperial Guide in
1798 but this work also seems to have had a troublesome life with copies
varying in the number of ‘picturesque plans’ and the selection of views. This
strongly indicates that most copies were made to order with Baker keeping
stocks of the various gatherings and plates to produce copies when needed.
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Clearly by 1809 Baker was trying again to revive his work, and possibly his fortunes, and The Maritime Imperial Guide
is the result. Baker pulled together some new and quite a lot of previously published sections, had them bound up,
and sold it off, to unsuspecting subscribers.
The most notable additions are probably the ‘New Panorama, Picturesque plan of Stroud’ which is dated Oct 1st
1808, and also what seems to be a new illustration of Portsmouth, 10 pp. of subscribers for ‘A Concise, faithful, and
Select New Provincial Directory’ - alas none of the landed gentry or anyone who could promote the work are
included, instead the list is of the ‘middling sort’: builders, linen drapers, apothecaries, schoolmasters, attorneys and,
of course, booksellers. Lastly, the title to the work, which is very long and full and not to be taken at face value, but
with the telling word ‘Completed in Two Parts For Subscribers only.’ Was this promise of another part ever
published?- we think not.
We know that much of the text was set by C. Whittingham in London although to add to the complexity we also
see that the ‘Caddel, Printer Rochester’ appears at the foot of p. 4 in the aforesaid subscribers list and that of ‘G.
Piggot, Old Street [London]’ on the ‘Title.’
COPAC list copies at Guildhall Library in London and a copy at the National Trust property, Osterley Park

THE US ENTERTAINS THE QUEEN

8 [BALMORAL CASTLE PLAYBILL]. THE CELEBRATED AND ORIGINAL CHRISTY’S
MINSTRELS, Messrs. Wilson & Montague, Proprietors. Friday Evening, 16th October, 1868,
commencing at Half-past NINE o’clock … John Duffus, Printer, Aberdeen. [1868]. £ 485

Printed on silk, [30 x 22cm.], with applied embroidered and silk fringe border; some minor light staining just visible to edge, otherwise
in good original state.

A rare silk theatre programme for a single command performance by Christy’s Minstrels at Balmoral Castle in front
of Queen Victoria.
Christy’s Minstrels, were a blackface group formed by Edwin Pearce Christy, a well-known singer, in 1843, in
Buffalo, New York. They first performed in the UK in 1857, after which the term Christy’s Minstrels came to refer
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to all groups of this type. Many groups subsequently performed in the UK calling themselves Christy’s Minstrels,
often on the basis of having one or more members of the original Christy group. This troupe under Wilsom &
Montague achieved the distinction of becoming The Royal Christy Minstrels as a result of this engagement.
Queen Victoria had enjoyed seeing the original Ethiopian Serenaders and, emerging, to a degree, from her long
period of mourning, invited the Troupe to perform before herself, her children and household at Balmoral (a trip of
400 miles for the troupe). The performance took place on the evening of 16th October 1868 and is referred to by
the Queen in her journal:
“16th October 1868 - … The Van de Weyers to dinner after which we all went over to the Ball Room where all the
servants, in & out of the house, were assembled & we heard the Christy Minstrels. There were 13 of them, with
their faces all blacked & they sang really extremely well, solos, with Chorus, ……, & other songs, & one quartet.
There was also a very good solo on the harp, clarinet, banjo, a kind of mandolin, & a little pony whistle, all, very
well executed, & with much rhythm.”

THE BIG TOP

9 [BARNUM - MCLOUGHLIN BROS.] PANORAMA OF THE GREATEST SHOW ON
EARTH. Copyrighted by McLoughlin Bros. New York, 1888. £ 2,850

Chromolithograph toy theatre [19.5 x 114 cm]; the ‘proscenium’, which is varnished, displays the entrance to the big top; a later board
covering the back of the toy; the panorama itself, which we see by looking through the entrance is on linen and moved along by inserting a
metal crank provided into one of the two mortises in the ‘roof’ of the toy; The panorama would appear to have been designed to be rolled
from right to left the figures progressing generally in that direction. It consists of tableaux of six acts mainly displaying equestrian feats
(see below); accommodated in a giant paste-paper slip-case, measuring [26 x 32 x 5 cm.] with thumb insert; on the front of the slip-case
is a label with the title and a view of a row of tents which would have accommodated a zoological exhibition, a ‘freak-show’ and the big
top where the circus acts would be performed; the audience is shown arriving at the big top entrance.

Charming and rare toy theatre, clearly capitalising on Barnum’s ‘Greatest Show on Earth’ of 1889.
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Barnum had wintered his ‘Show’ at Bridgeport, Connecticut from the end of October 1888 ready for his entry into
New York and opening at Madison Square Garden during March 1889. After two months Barnam again set off
through New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, New Haven, Connecticut before heading back to New York
State and thence over the border to Canada.
This panorama had a limited shelf life and does not appear to be listed by McLoughlin in their 1890’s catalogues.
The panorama includes the following scenes;- [1] A juggler juggling balls whilst simultaneously dancing on the back
of a cantering horse. A clown catches hoops. A second clown balances a peacock feather on his nose. [2] A boy
kneeling on the back of a horse with a second boy kneeling over him. Two acrobats take flying leaps over them. [3]
A witch standing on the back of a galloping horse with a clown attached to her back. The ringmaster cracks his
whip. [4] Three performers in Middle East costume riding past on camels. [5] Two clowns performing with unruly
donkeys. [6] A young Scot in tartan standing on the back of two cantering horses. He encounters a young female
performer dressed as a fairy who flies (on an invisible wire?) in front of him.

REFLECTING DIFFICULT DOMESTIC SITUATIONS

10 BARRET, James Vine. REFLECTIONS … London: Dean and Son, 11 Ludgate Hill. [1857].
£ 485

FIRST EDITION. Small 4to, 14 hand coloured illustration including a title-page and frontispiece; original hand coloured
illustrated decorated boards; section of spine missing but title still intact.

Rare first edition of this work
showing in reflection the
chicanery, pomposity and
duplicity, chiefly of menfolk, in
difficult domestic situations.
Barret’s work uses the clever
foil in that each illustration
depicts a scene in which the
truth of the situation is shown
through the reflection of a
looking glass. Thus two genteel
ladies on having a cup of tea
together converse: ‘Do you
know aunt, she is the cleanest
servant I have had’, with the
mirror reflection showing the
‘cleanest servant’ is licking the
plates clean; another subject
has a gentleman entering a
room and seeing his ‘love’ with
her back to him proclaiming
‘Ah! tis the form of my own
dear angel, once seen never to
be forgotten,’ however, the woman reflected in the mirror is black. Another has a man putting his arm around his
wife whilst comforting her ‘Dearest, I never will deceive thee’ is here shown by the mirror to be an utter cad. Clearly
somewhat sexist and racist in places, the work probably reflects norms of behaviour of the 1850’s.
Produced for the Christmas market, Dean and Son advertised the book in two forms, uncoloured at 2s 6d and
coloured at 3s 6d and describing it as ‘REFLECTION’S (on Glass). “Holding as it were the mirror up to Nature.”
In a Series of Comic (and some very serious) illustrations on stone by J.V. Barret.
We have been able to establish the identity of the artist as James Vine Barret (1822-1868). He is something of a
conundrum as we know next to nothing about him except for a number of lithographs and a few books produced
by Dean & Son. We now know that he was the son and grandson of the landscape artists George Barret Jnr. (1767–
1842) and George Barret Snr. (1732?–1784). Unfortunately when James’ father died in 1842 the family was left
impoverished, although some attempts were made through the Art Union in raising funds by subscription to
support the widow and her orphans. Another brother, also an artist, was Charles Percy Barret (1819-1857?) who
together with James exhibited a few items each at the Royal Academy in the early 1840s. Their was also a daughter,
Catherine, of whom we know nothing but her name.
A charming aspect of the work is that James Barret includes self portraits of himself. On the frontispiece we see
him, bewhiskered, peeking out behind a gilt frame and on the last plate his portrait stretched by the distortion of
two mirrors in an opticians window.
OCLC records three copies the UK, at Oxford, NLS and BL, and three in North America, at Yale, Chicago and
Connecticut college.
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PRINCESS ELIZABETH’S  COPY

11 [BATH, Order of]. STATUTES OF THE MOST HONOURABLE ORDER OF THE BATH.
London: Printed in the Year MDCCXXV [1725, but 1727]. £ 1,250

4to, pp. viii, 67, [1] blank; a clean fresh copy; in contemporary full red morocco, the boards with a wide gilt border made up of flower-
heads and sprays together with a distinctive backward-looking bird tool, gilt edges, without the original silk ties; with the monogram
signature in of Princess Elizabeth on the title, and a later armorial bookplate of Stanley Victor Coote.

An unusual copy of the Statutes, as it was never actually given to a recipient of the Honourable Order of the Bath,
but instead somehow ‘slipped’ into Princess Elizabeth’s personal library.
The binding with its distinctive border tool of a backward facing bird was intended for recipients of the order, when
presented they would have contained a paper seal and citation, however in this unused example these were never
included. Probably when the new edition of 1787 appeared a few unused copies from the original printing and
binding programme still remained for Elizabeth to add to her collection. Some further support to this conclusion is
the additional statute dated 1727 for which there are only two recorded copies in this setting [see below]. 

Princess Elizabeth (1770-1840) was, like several Hanovarian’s, a keen book collector. ‘The real bibliophile among
George III’s sons was Augustus, Duke of Sussex, whose poor health prevented him from assuming the military or
naval careers of the other royal princes, and who initially aspired to a career in the church… Among George III’s
daughters, Princess Elizabeth accumulated a considerable library, also sold much later, in the 1860s, and reflecting
scientific and literary interests very similar to her mother’s.’ [Orr]
Elizabeth’s copy of the work was sold with the rest of her library through Sotheby’s as lot 237 on the first day of
the sale on the 7th April 1863. From this catalogue we know that the Princess habitually signed in monogram or
autographed her books, as shown in this copy.
ESTC records only two copies of this setting of the text at King’s College, London, and the University of
California; see Clarissa Campbell Orr, chapter on the ‘Lost Royal Libraries and Hanoverian Court Culture’ in Lost
libraries: the destruction of great book collections since antiquity, edited by James Raven, Palgrave Macmillan, 2004, p. 164.

1066  AND ALL THAT

12 [BAYEUX]. [THE TAPESTRY OF BAYEUX]. [C.A. Stothard delt. Js. Basire sc. Published by the
Society of Antiquaries of London] [1821-1823, but in this form circa 1870]. £ 850

Hand coloured engraved strip panorama measuring [17.5 x approx 2103 cm.] backed with linen; mounted on two large mahogany
rollers with turned ends (some signs of damp damage and other light staining in places); and housed in a mahogany box with hinged lid
and lock complete with key.
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Something of a library toy, no doubt intended, or at least designed to instil both a sense of history on
impressionable young minds entering the country house library, but also that everlasting truth that in the end
Europeans have a habit of beating small island nations that cling to past glories.
The plates were initially published between 23 Apr. 1821 and 1 July 1823 to accompany Hudson Gurney
‘Observations on the Bayeux Tapestry’ Archaeologia, vol. 18, 1817, pp. 359-370.

UNDERTONES OF SLAVERY

13 [BLACK HISTORY]. [NEWMAN, William, Illustrator]. THE HISTORY OF A POUND OF
SUGAR. Rhymes and Pictures. London: Griffith & Farran, successors to J. Newbery, St. Paul’s Ch. Yd.
[1861]. £ 600

FIRST SEPARATE EDITION. 12 leaves printed on recto only, all handcoloured and with pictorial title page; apart from a few
marks, a clean copy; restitched, as issued, in later green wraps.

Rare little juvenile history of sugar, beginning with
a charming pictorial title page depicting children
looking at a magic lantern projection of a sugar
cane plant. Thereafter the manufacturing process
of sugar is depicted with accompanying verse,
though sadly with undertones of slavery are clearly
visible.
‘Now negroes “open up” the ground,
And plant the Cane in square-shaped holes;
Meanwhile the Planter walks around
With eagle glance and all controls.
The Hoeing, Watering, must ensue,
To make the Cane crop thrive and grow’ (p. 3).
The images depict sugar cane being harvested,
processed at the sugar mill (showing it being
pressed, boiled, then cooled), being shipped and
then refined ‘in moulds of a familiar shape’, before
eventually arriving at the grocer’s shop - ‘The
pound of sugar tarries here, and waits your
purchase, reader, dear’ (p. 12).
The work is illustrated by William Newman (fl. 1842-1864), a comic artist ‘much employed on Punch in the period,
1846-50. A talented humorist he was most versatile in small comic cuts in the manner of Tom Hood, but was rather
despised for his coarse manners by the Punch Table and was poorly paid. He is believed to have emigrated to the
United States in the early 60s’ (Simon Houfe, (Simon Houfe, The Dictionary of British Book Illustrators and Caricatures
1800-1914, 1978, p. 399).
The present work is occasionally found bound as part of Rhymes and pictures about bread, tea, sugar, coals, cotton, gold (c.
1862), though most often encountered separately. Evidently the publishers first offered each individually, then
bound up sets as demand required. 
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OCLC records five copies in North America, at Southern Mississippi Mississippi, Harvard, UCLA, Central
Connecticut State & Toronto.

SNOW WHITE CUBED

14 [BLOCK TOY]. SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARVES. [Berlin: Published by Adolf
Sala?], [n.d., c. 1880]. £ 650

Comprising 25 chromolithograph wooden cubes, with part of a scene on each of the six sides, rubbed and worn in places, as to be
expected; housed in the original wooden box (24 x 24 x 6cm) with printed pictorial paper label to lid and floral printed patterned sides,
original metal hinges and contemporary supplier label on bottom of box (Spielwarenhaus Puppen Konig. P.H. Virnich, Koln);
somewhat dust-soiled and rubbed with some loss in places, crack to box lid (due to shrinkage over time), one side expertly replaced, with
matching paper and new cloth hinges, complete with the original chromolithograph guide sheets (5 loosely inserted, the 6th adhered to the
lid of the box), some chips and wear; but overall still an appealing item.

Rare early block toy telling the story of Snow White and the Seven Dwarves in six scenes, complete with the original
printed views to aid the child in completing each scene. These comprise the wicked Queen looking in to her mirror;
Snow White pleading for her life with the huntsman; Snow White discovered asleep by the dwarves in their cottage;
the Queen disguised as a farmers wife offering Snow White the poisoned apple; Snow White waking from her glass
casket; and finally Snow White marrying the handsome Prince.
The Grimm’s completed the final revision of their fairy tale in 1854. The present toy, manufactured in Germany
some 25 years later, whilst satisfying the demand at home, was also likely destined for the French and English
markets, testifying to the spreading popularity of what was to become perhaps the most widely known fairy tale in
the Western world.

LONDON RACING GAME

15 [BOARD GAME]. A RIDE THROUGH LONDON. New Panoramic Game. Published by J.A.
Reeves, Dartford, Kent. [c. 1855]. £ 650

Hand-coloured lithograph on two joined sheets, folding into a pictorial hand-coloured lithographed cover, the winding panoramic track
extending to 112 cm represents a road from Tower Hill to Buckingham Palace, lacking, as often, the counters, the six cards numbered
1-6, and the five letter cards, A -E; repaired at one joint; little worn; the covers lightly soiled and worn; else very good. 
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A scarce London racing game with the players starting out from Tower Hill and finishing up at Buckingham Palace,
‘the town residence of the Queen’. Enroute players encounter ‘The Tower’, ‘Royal Exchange’, St. Paul’s’, ‘General
Post Office’, ‘Temple Bar’, ‘British Museum’, ‘National Gallery’, ‘Horse Guards’ and ‘Westminster Abbey’ being
careful to avoid prison, hospital and various forfeits along the way, dependent on a spin of a tee-totem.
Rare: the V. & A. possess a copy, but their example is uncoloured.

TO ‘PROVIDE THE YOUNG PUPIL ,  WITH AN EASY DICTIONARY’

16 [BUDDEN, Maria Elizabeth]. A KEY TO KNOWLEDGE or, Things in Common use. Simply
and shortly explained: in a series of dialogues. Written by a mother, author of Always Happy. - First Book
for Children. &c. &c. London: Printed for J. Harris, 1814. £ 225

FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. viii, 172 pages; with engraved frontispiece; lightly foxed in places; in the original quarter red roan
over marbled boards, spine lettered and ruled in gilt, light rubbed, but still a very good copy.

Uncommon first edition of Maria Budden’s Key to Knowledge, that has, in a series of dialogues, a mother educating
her daughter ‘with simple elucidation’, on ‘the several articles of daily use and daily consumption’. The contents
page tabulates over a hundred items are discussed, including beaver-hats, chocolate, Indian rubber, liquorice,
sealing-wax, whalebone and wine, to name but a few. 
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‘In the following pages an attempt has been made to … provide for the young pupil, an easy dictionary, which he
can apply for information, respecting the objects that continually surround him. To give a short, a simple, and
correct answer, to youthful inquiry, is all that is here intended, the abstruser elucidations of art, and the deeper
investigations of science were equally beyond the scope and the ability of the author’ (p. v). 
Maria Elizabeth Budden (1780?-1832) was one of the most prolific and best-selling children’s authors of the first
half of the nineteenth century. Her present work proved enormously popular, reaching its 11th edition by 1841.
Moon 77; Cf. Gumuchian 3502; OCLC records six copies in North America, at UCLA, Florida, Indiana, Princeton,
Ohio State and the Morgan library.

CAFÉ LIFE

17 [CAFÉ SCENE] [ENGELBRECHT, Martin]. PERSPECTIVISCHE VORSTELLUNG
KAFFE [manuscript title on wrapper]. [Augsburg, Martin Engelbrecht, c. 1760]. £ 1,250

Five hand-coloured cut-away engraved scenes, backdrop and one hand-coloured engraving (92 × 138 mm) showing the view as composed
of back-drop and cut-aways, mounted on boards. 

This peepshow is rather unusual in so far as it includes an additional engraving which shows the entire scene. The
interior is that of a large cafe with a scene of playing billiards in the background and in the foregrond elegantly
dressed customers seen smoking, gambling and drinking coffee. Fine hand-colouring and well-preserved. 

NOT WHERE YOU WOULD EXPECT

18 [CALIFORNIA NURSERY, DERBY]. CATALOGUE OF A
QUANTITY OF VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, consisting of
several thousands of desiduous & flowering shrubs, roses, fruit trees,
&c. To be sold by auction, By Messrs. Ault & Spreckley, Upon the
premises of Mr. C. Smith, Landscape Gardener, as above, On Monday,
November 19th, 1877 … Derby, W.G. Ford, Printer. [1877].       £ 125

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 13, [1] blank; apart from a few marks, and evidence of
where once removed from a bound volume, a very good copy in recent wraps.

Rare, and as far as we are aware unrecorded, auction catalogue for the sale of
stock of the ‘California Nursery’ in Derby in England. The sale, over some
473 lots, includes much that one would expect to find in a local nursery but
with especially good selections of fruit tree’s, the ‘grow your own’ philosophy
being much more prevalent in Victorian times than now. The auctioneer
points out that the reason for the sale is ‘on account of the land being wanted
at Christmas next.’
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DIFFICULT TERRAIN

19 [COUNTRY GAME]. THE COTTAGE OF CONTENT; Or right roads and wrong ways. A
game. London: William Spooner, 379, Strand, Novr. 1st. 1848. £ 1,250

Hand-coloured lithograph game dissected into nine sections and backed onto linen, measuring 425 x 560mm, folding into original cloth
covered hinged boards, rules on front paste-down, pictorial label on upper cover (upper cover slightly faded with some marks).

Similar to Spooner’s ‘The Journey’, players must negotiate Spike Island, Conceit Corner, Rattle Away Road and
Odds Bobs Street to reach the ‘Cottage of Content’. Along the way players encounter cricket, highway robbery, a
recruiting sergeant, stage coaching, boating, the stocks, fishing, smugglers and all the stock caricatures of nineteenth
century melodrama on show.
Whitehouse p. 65.
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LADY’S  GUIDE

20 D’ANCOURT, Abbé. THE LADY’S PRECEPTOR. Or, a
letter to a young lady of distinction upon politeness. Taken from the
French of the Abbe D’Ancourt, and adapted to the religion,
customs, and manners of the English nation. By a Gentleman of
Cambridge … London: printed for J. Watts: and sold by B. Dod at
the Bible and Key in Ave-Mary-Lane, 1743.                              £ 450

FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH. 8vo, pp. [viii], 69, [3] advertisements;
some minor marking and foxing in places, otherwise clean; in contemporary calf, spine
tooled in gilt with red morocco label lettered in gilt, some rubbing to joints and
extremities, but still a very good copy.

First edition in English of this attractive little work full of guidance, more
moral than practical, to the social situations in which a lady of gentle birth
might find herself: ‘Of Politeness in General’, ‘Of Behaviour at Church’,
‘Of Flattery and Servility’, ‘Of being too Inquisitive’, ‘Of Whispering and
Laughing in Company’, ‘Of Houswifry and Frugality’, ‘Of the Choice and
Entertainment of Books’ - these are just a few of the more than fifty topics
covered.
‘In conversing with Books, we may choose our company, and disengage
without ceremony or exception; we need not undergo the Penance of a dull
story from a coxcomb of figure; but may shake off the haughty, the
impertinent and the vain at pleasure: Besides, authors, like you ladies,
generally dress when they make a visit’ (p. 62).
Abbe d’Ancourt, whose first name does not seem to be known, is a
mysterious character and may even be a convenient fiction: no other work
of his was translated into English, and no French edition (indeed, no work
in French of any kind) is listed in the British Library or OCLC. There is no
particular French flavour to the work, and it may be noted that the
dedication to Princess Augusta is signed ‘The Author’.
OCLC records copies in North America at UCLA, Chicago, Harvard, Minnesota, Vassar College and NYPL.

A THORNY ISSUE

21 [DANIEL IN THE LIONS’ DEN - PEEPSHOW]. ENGELBRECHT, Martin. Augsburg,
C.P. Maj. Mart. Engelbrecht. excud. A.V., c. 1740. £ 750

Set of 6 engraved card-backed cut-away sheets, [105×142 mm] with original hand-colouring. 

One of a series of religious depiction’s that Englebrecht chose to depict from both the Old and New Testaments. 
Engelbrecht (1684-1756), a native of Augsburg was the son of a colour merchant. In 1711 Englebrecht was in
Berlin working at a fine art publishers with his older brother Christian Englebrecht (1672-1735). They decided to
start their own independent publishing house at Augsburg in 1719 where they produce a wide variety of graphic
works. However it was with peepshows Martin Engelbrecht excelled having the unique position of no other
publishing house or place of publication to compete against him.
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A FIRST POP-UP BOOK

22 [DEFOE, Daniel]. VOYAGES ET AVENTURES DE ROBINSON CRUSOE. Paris: Guerin,
Muller et Cie, rue du Grand [c. 1867]. £ 3,250

Small folio [25.5 x 17.5cm] , 8 leaves each with a chromolithograph pop-up scene of three sections contacted by light blue silk ribbon
(replaced); endpapers with advertisements printed on green paper (some skilful and incidental repairs); original cloth backed pick paper
boards the upper cover with a framed and titled scene depicting Robinson Crusoe on his island some slight abrasions).

A rarely found French example of the first ‘pop-up’ book. 
For Christmas 1866, Dean & Co. released the first two of his New Scenic Books. These are now considered to be
the first true pop-up books, a market that Dean was to be leader in for the next several decades. Guérin-Müller et
Cie was clearly working with Dean & Co and advertised the Voyages et Aventures de Robinson Crusoe as ready for
Christmas 1867 and included in their New Year list of 1868. 
The scenes in the books were crafted in a ‘peep show’ style. Each was illustrated on at least three cut-out sections. 

The sections were placed one behind another and attached by a ribbon running through them, when the ribbon was
pulled the scene displayed ‘lifelike effects of real distance and space.’ This way, they could stay together and be
folded flat as flaps, face down against a page. When readers lifted a flap, a three-dimensional scene would pop-up.
The pop up scenes were chosen for their dramatic effect and include the ship leaving the estuary of the Thames; 2)
the storm and wreck of the ship with Crusoe clinging to the rocks; 3) Crusoe on a raft bringing back salvaged items
from the wreck including a dog and cat. 4) Now dressed in his home-made clothes, Crusoe is shown about to
ascend the protecting palisade by ladder with his hut in the scene behind and dog at his side; 5) Crusoe sailing
around his island in his small boat with the tropical mountain scene behind him; 6) With an expression of surprise
on Crusoe’s face he discovers a footprint, skull and bones on the foreshore 7) Our castaway on his morning walk
comes across ‘upward of thirty of these savages land from five canoes. In short time they set fire to a pile of wood,
and they dragged tow black men out of a canoe… ‘ Crusoe saves one of the savages who on hearing a shot from his
gun ‘came to me and threw himself down at my feet.’ 8) The last scene shows Crusoe teaching Friday to read in the
comforts of their hut.
We note that scene 4 has an additional piece of vegetation not present in the two English examples we have seen,
this may have been an afterthought to make the seclusion of Crusoe’s hut more apparent. 
These were rather delicate productions so it is not surprising that the books have not survived well and are
consequently difficult to find complete or indeed even incomplete. Only four title’s were issued by Dean & Co.:
No.1 Little Red Riding Hood; No. 2 Robinson Crusoe (issued for Christmas 1866); No. 3 Cinderella, and No. 4
Aladdin probably for Christmas 1867 and of these we know of extant copies of three produced for the French
marketplace.
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SOLD UNDER GERMAN SHELLING

23 [DEGAS, Edgar]. CATALOGUE DES TABLEAUX MODERNES ET ANCIENS aquarelles,
pastels, dessins; par Bartholomé (A.), Boudin (E.), Brown (J.-L.), Caillebotte, Cassatt (Mary), Cézanne,
Corot, Daumier (H.), David (J.-L.), Delacroix (Eug.), Forain, Forestier, Gauguin, Guillaumin, Le Greco,
Ingres, Legros, Manet (Ed.), Millet (J.-F.), Morisot (Berthe), Perronneau, Pissarro, Puvis de Chavannes,
Raffet, Renoir, Ricard, Rousseau (Th.), Serret, Sisley, Van Gogh, Zandomeneghi. œuvres importantes de
Delacroix et de Ingres composant la Collection Edgar Degas et dont la vente aux enchères publiques après
son décès aura lieu à Paris, Galerie Geoges Petit … les Mardi 26 et Mercredi 27 Mars 1918 a deux heures
[Paris 1918. £ 200

Large 8vo, pp. [viii] 101, [3] blanks; halftone illustrations; uncut and preserving original wrappers in conteporary blue cloth, spine with
brown skiver label lettered in gilt; priced throughout in pencil.

Degas was not only a great painter, but also a great collector. 
His art collection ran to 247 lots and included thirteen paintings and two
hundred drawings by Delacroix, twenty paintings and eighty-eight drawings
by Ingres, seventeen works by Gauguin, several by Corot, Manet, Pissarro,
Sisley, Mary Cassatt and Berthe Morisot and three El Greco’s!
The sale is famous for another reason when John Maynard Keynes was able
to persuade the Treasury to let him buy paintings at the sale for the
National Gallery. ‘The Distress of war and politics were relieved at this time
by a ray of sunshine. An auction was held in Paris of Degas’s private
collection, including some of his own work. Duncan Grant suggested that
the National Gallery should be a buyer. Keynes took up the point with the
Chancellor of the Exchequer. Our loans to France were running up and we
didn’t know when we were likely to see them back. Why not help the
French balance of payments by buying some pictures? Bonar Law was
converted and Keynes was given £20,000 to take to Paris on one of his
excursions on treasury business. “Bonar Law was very much amused at my
wanting to buy pictures and eventually let me have way as a sort of joke.”
Keynes was accompanied by Charles Holmes, the director of the National
Gallery. Big Bertha was shelling Paris during the auction, and this is said to
have depressed prices. Keynes also made some purchases on his own
account, including Cézanne’s Apples and a drawing by Ingres. This event
was really the beginning of his career as a collector of modern paintings.’
(R.F. Harrod The Life of John Maynard Keynes London 1951 p. 224.)

WITH A MANUSCRIPT TEXT

24 [DOUGLAS, George Lewis Augustus]. PENINSULAR SCENERY. Illustrated in a series of
Views, taken from Nature A.D. 1819. by and Amateur. London: Published by Hurst, Robinson & Co.
MDCCCXXVI [1824]. £ 750

4to [33.5 x 36cm], engraved title and 23 plates; interleaved with manuscript notes; original half roan over green boards, the upper cover
with a gilt title label; inscribe on front free endpaper ‘Presented, by the author, to his much esteemed friend William Rashleigh Esq., 27
May, 1837.’

An exceedingly uncommon work illustrating places connected with the Napoleonic Wars on the Iberian Peninsular.
The artist and author of this work was George Lewis Augustus Douglas (or Douglass), a Sheriff of Kincardineshire.
We suspect that the reason for his tour had to do
with commercial, legal or family connections with
Scottish interests in the wine trade of Spain and
Portugal, although in truth the paucity of accessible
available information on Douglas puts us somewhat
in the dark.
The work was in all likelihood intended to be issued
by Hurst, Robinson in 1824 but something
prevented this, but we don’t think the bankruptcy of
the publisher in the financial crash of January 1826
could have been the reason. Although why Peninsular
Scenery did not appear is unknown, the engravings
would appear to have been printed before the
bankruptcy happened and the stock of sheets were
very likely impounded and sold off. That Douglas
acquired the prints later is confirmed by the interleaving of the sheets with manuscript descriptions on paper dated
1835 and also the blotching on the plates redolent of poor storage of the sheets. Douglas at the beginning of the
work transcribes parts of a letter from the Duke of Wellington, dated August 2nd 1836: ‘The Duke of Wellington
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presents his compliments to Mr Douglass and returns his thanks for the beautiful work which Mr Douglass has
been so kind as to send him, The Duke recognizes the Accuracy of the Representations of all the drawings.’ Of the
other two copies of the work we have located, one is acknowledge as having a transcript of this presentation to
Wellington and interleaved in manuscript, a format that necessitates a very restricted number of copies.
The majority of the engravings are by William Home Lizars of Edinburgh excepting three unsigned leaves and a
further three engraved by the Edinburgh engraver Charles Thomson. Of the author we know he was the son of
John Douglas of Tilquhillie, in Kincardineshire and born in 1773. Sheriff Douglas was for a time Dean of Faculty at
Marischal College in Aberdeen, he married in 1838 Hannah Carr, the eldest daughter of Henry Ellison of Hebburn
Hall, Durham, and widow of John Carr, and he died on October 30, 1847, when he was buried with other members
of the Douglas’s of Tilquhillie at Banchory, Aberdeenshire, little more is known about him although he is also
known for another tour to the Scottish Highlands in 1800.
We have been able to locate two copies of the work, at the V&A National Art Library and the National Library of
Scotland, the latter purchased through an auction in 1972.

UNCOMMON EXAMPLE OF ALKEN’S ART

25 [DRAWING BOOK]. ALKEN, Henry. ILLUSTRATIONS FOR LANDSCAPE SCENERY
London: Published by S. & J. Fuller, at the Temple of Fancy, 34 Rathbone-Place. Printed by L.Harrison,
373, Strand 1821. £ 1,250

FIRST EDITION. Small oblong folio [23 x 29 cm] pp. [2]
title; 26 hand coloured engraved plates, numbered 1-24 and 2
unnumbered of cattle and horses at the end; uncut in original grey
boards, upper cover with printed label; rebacked; preserved in a
modern red cloth slipcase; upper cover lettered in gilt; bookplate of
Joel Spitz.

A less common form of Alken’s art. 
Like Child’s [A New Drawing Book of Figures] and The
Pencil Drawing Book, [1860] there is no text; however
Aiken’s gift for the anecdotal ensured that most of the
sketches form self-contained episodes. Indeed his earlier
book, The Beauties and Defects in the Figure of the Horse,
comparatively delineated (1816), had offered advice to
prospective horse buyers based on an interpretation of
the different passions of the horse, illustrated by
coloured plates and showing parts of the body and tetes
d’expression.’
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‘Henry Aiken, alias “Ben Tally O”, was primarily a sporting painter who also provided numerous illustrations -
often comical - for books on bloodsports and on horses. His interest extended to the politics of gaming, and in
1831 he issued a pamphlet objecting to the “obnoxious clauses” of the new game laws, which indicted a farmer for
shooting a rabbit on his own land (The New Game Law, p. 14). Not surprisingly the majority of illustrations in this
book are of hunting, shooting, fishing or racing scenes, but these are interspersed with traditionally picturesque
rustic groups and with incidents showing officers in encampments, on military exercises or dallying with country
girls.
Fitzwilliam Museum, From Gilpin to Ruskin, No. 52; OCLC records eight copies in North America.

DRESSER AT HIS MOST INVENTIVE.  

26 DRESSER, Christopher. STUDIES IN DESIGN. London: Cassell, Petter and Galpin. [1874].
£ 2,500

FIRST EDITION. Folio, pp. 40, chromolithograph title and 60 chromolithograph plates by A. Goater, Nottingham, including a
frontispiece each with a tissue guard with descriptive text; original cloth the covers with a blocked panelled design and lettered in gilt, gilt
edges, skilfully recased.

Studies in Design contains Dresser’s most inventive and original of his demonstrations of ornamental design.
‘Dresser’s Studies in Design is the most remarkable among the great nineteenth-century chromolithograph pattern
books. He tells us that the book had been prepared “during the last fifteen years.” This takes us back to 1859 when
he was 25, and still principally engaged in botany. He claimed that he had “striven to attain newness”, a claim no
one else would have risked making. Newness, in an era that sought comfort in an imagined past, was not what was
expected of designers. The Athenaeum of 19 December 1874 described the few designs that had so far been issued as
“scientific rather than artistic…mechanical…however ingenious and self-consistent”. 

The Art Journal declared ; “Dr. Dresser has some peculiar notions on the subject”. A quarter of a century later, The
Studio noted: “Looking at some of these designs again, a certain spiky uncomfortability impresses one as their least
admirable feature; yet even now they may be justly credited with vigour, originality, and perfect regard for the
materials for which they were designed … in the case of some of the designs for ceiling papers, it is doubtful if any
patterns of more recent years are so appropriate and admirable …” Some of the startling colour combinations in
Studies in Design derive from Dresser’s colour experiments. He gives some clues as to what these might have been in
the Technical Educator, in which he wrote extensively about colour. He recommended studying the colours produced
by “gas tubes illuminated by electricity” - such tubes were the prototypes of neon lighting and their influence can be
seen in Studies in Design. One should also study, wrote Dresser, the colours of the spectrum with the aid of a prism.
Soap bubbles may also be blown and the beautiful colours … carefully noted. These and any other means of
cultivating the eye should constantly be resorted to, as by such means only can we become great colourists.”
Dresser was among the most daring of colourists. as he once said, “the sweetest harmonies” in colour are often
closest to discord.’”
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See Stuart Durant ‘Dresser’s Education and Writings’ in Michael Whiteway’s Christopher Dresser, A Design Revolution,
V&A 2004 p. 42.

A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON GARDEN DESIGN

27 DU CANE, Florence & Ella illustrator THE FLOWERS AND GARDENS OF JAPAN.
London: Adam & Charles Black, MCMVIII [1908]. £ 95

FIRST EDITION. Large 8vo, pp. [2], x, 249, [1] imprint, [6] advertisements; 50
coloured illustrations including a frontispiece; original decorated with cloth the covers and spine
with a design in green and lettered in gilt; top edge gilt (spine slightly dull).

Florence and Ella Du Cane’s first collaborative work was also the first colour
illustrated work on Japanese flowers and gardens to reach both a wide audience
and make a significant impact on garden design. 
‘Ella Mary Du Cane (1874-1943) became a a successful watercolor painter of
aristocratic homes and gardens in Great Britain and Europe. Her later career as a
commercial illustrator emerged from the development of a new three-color
printing process that enabled affordable and accurate reproduction of color
works. Du Cane’s paintings of the gardens of Japan for the London travel book
publisher A&C Black followed the traditions of British topographers and
landscape artists and, thus, complicate a solely Orientalist interpretation. Her
images served as templates for British gardeners eager to include Japanese plants
and design elements in their gardens that provided refuge from modern
industrialization. Du Cane exemplified the new Victorian womanhood -
independent, career-minded, and adventurous - demonstrating freedoms enjoyed
by creative and ambitious women operating within the patriarchal system that
defined the era.’ (Redfoot)
For a full exposition on the Du Cane sisters see: Alison Redfoot, Victorian Watercolorist Ella Mary Du Cane: A study in
resistance and compliance of gender stereotypes, the professional art world, Orientalism, and the interpretation of Japanese gardens for
British society. MA thesis, California State University at Long Beach, 2011.

‘SHOCKING AND OBSCENE’

28 [EDISON]. THE KISS. A photographic flick book printed from an original kinetograph
sequence.. [n.p., n.d., c. 1897]. £ 4,500

84 frames printed in half-tone [60 x 42 x16 mm.]; in black paper wrapper, as issued. 

The Kiss is credited as one of the earliest commercial films to be shown, unsurprisingly this eighteen second movie
sensation was quickly denounced as both shocking and obscene by upholders of the moral status quo.
Calls for censorship were probably the best promotion Edison could
ever have hoped for, the new technology would, if not exactly bypass
existing laws, at least allow promoters to risk showing films with some
impunity through the fast expanding network of Kinetoscope theatres
springing up around the United States. With a further development of
Kinetoscope projection theatres it was a logical next step for Edison to
market some of his most popular films in a form that was practical for
private amusement.
This new way of seeing moving images was named by Edison ‘The
Pocket Kinetoscope.’ In March 1897 he started to advertise throughout
the United States for agents to sell this new product describing his
latest ‘invention’ as ‘living pictures; people act as if alive; the hottest
seller ever seen; has swept the country from Maine to California; first
issue of our new goods now ready for delivery in any quantity; far
superior to anything yet produced; agents wanted In every city and
town in the world. Subjects ready: The Kissing Scene, funniest thing
ever happened; Dancing Girl, Little Egypt. Prize Fight. New subjects
every week.’
The Pocket Kinetoscope, or flip book, was then mass produced and
sold, probably by the million, at about 10 cents a time. Made ostensibly
from a pack of paper cards stapled at one end the product had a
limited shelf life. This early form of mass entertainment, from their
very fragility, have not survived well with salacious titles such as the The Kiss being among the hardest to find in
good condition. 
The Kiss (also known as The May Irwin Kiss, The Rice-Irwin Kiss and The Widow Jones) depicts a re-enactment of the kiss
between May Irwin and John Rice from the final scene of the stage musical The Widow Jones. The film was directed
by William Heise for Thomas Edison and produced in April 1896 at the Edison Studios of Edison, the first movie
studio in the United States. 
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GEOLOGICAL TIME

29 [EDUCATIONAL CHARTS]. BONE, Charles Richard and LOWRY, Joseph Wilson.
TABULAR VIEW OF CHARACTERISTIC BRITISH FOSSILS. Stratigraphically arranged. London:
Published by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 77 Great Queen Street, 4 Royal Exchange
and 16 Hanover Street, Hanover Square. Aug. 1853. £ 150

Engraved chart by J. W. Lowry; dissected into four section [25 x 66cm] and mounted on linen; each section with a hand coloured left
hand boarder of the various formations and periods; The sections folding and mounted on guards; bound together in the original cloth
folder, blind stamped decoration and a printed label on the upper cover; somewhat worn in places.

The artist responsible for this work was the London miniature painter in Charles Richard Bone (1808/9-c.1880)
who is best remembered as artist to the Geological Survey and Joseph Wilson Lowry (1803–1879) who specialised
in topographical and more especially geological maps.
Advertised as both in book form, as here, or mounted on a canvas roller and varnished, the work proved successful
and was published in successive editions from 1853 through to the 1880. 
The stratigraphic chart which gives information about the ‘Principal Divisions System Formations Average
Thickness in Feet’ and comprehensive information about the ‘Mineral Characters etc’ relating to each formation
Plate 1; The Tertiary Division - Pleistocene Older Pliocene and Eocene with detailed section about each in the
stratigraphic chart Plate II The Secondary Division - Cretaceous Wealden and Oolitic including detailed
stratigraphic chart Plate III; Mesozoic and Triassic with stratigraphic details Plate IV Palaeozoic - Permian
Carboniferous Devonian and Silurian again with detailed stratigraphic chart.

GEORGIAN ENTERTAINMENT

30 [EIGHTEENTH CENTURY MAGNETIC TOY]. THE DEXTROUS PAINTER
Netherlands? [1778]. £ 5,500

An ingenious magnetic toy, the parts including a sealed lacquered box [12 x 12 x 2cm], the upper side with a scene including a couple
contemplating the work of an artist seated at his easel, the easel having a cutaway window through which can be seen a rotating wheel
mounted inside the box, the wheel are eight miniature coloured scenes; these key into four additional wooden squares [11 x 11 x .4 cm]
that have the eight scenes in larger format and include portraits, birds, still-life of fruit and flowers, a winter landscape, a seascape, a
formal garden and a bucolic scene; also a box with a lifting lid in which one of the squares can be hidden [12 x 12 x 2cm]; all with
patterned paper edging; all contained within the original wooden box [13.5 x 13.5 x 7cm].

An extremely well preserved example of this rare eighteenth century magnetic toy still with the original box and a
letter recording the toy being presented as a gift in 1778.

Jill Shefrin gives an excellent summary of this clever toy. ‘The Dextrous Painter (ca. 1780), which worked on the
same principle as a compass, taught children both art appreciation and science — specifically the use of magnets. It
consisted of a wooden box pasted over on the upper face with a hand-coloured engraving of an artist at his easel,
and four magnetised wooden tablets, each with a different picture on the upper and lower face. The easel on the
box is cut out to reveal a disc, which rotates to line up with the magnetic pull from the tablet placed under it. When
they are lined up the same picture appears on the artist’s easel as on the upper face of the tablet. Although Mr.
Blissatt, a “Turner & Toyman,” offered a commercial version, a child could also make this pastime at home. William
Hooper’s Rational Recreations, published in 1774 provided detailed instructions on how to construct a copy.
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Hooper’s book was one of many offering instruction for children in the principles of scientific experimentation,
although this is the only example I know of in which detailed instructions for the construction of a pastime identica
to one available commercially are offered.’ See Jill Shefrin ”Make it a Pleasure and Not a Task” Educational Games for
Children in Georgian England for the Princeton University Library Chronicle Volume LX, 1998-1999
Our copy is clearly of Dutch origin and remarkably includes a surviving letter when the toy was given as a gift in
1778. No maker is given so one wonders if the toy was also sold abroad as the Blissatt example mentioned above
may have been. From a description we have located it would seem that they were very similar in design and subject.
Although not associated with our box it is worth pointing out that Edward Blissatt, who married Elizabeth Wicks in
1784 and is recorded as having premises, 209 Piccadilly in 1789 was described as ‘turner and toyman.’ His will
survives and locates him still in St James Parish on his death in 1822. Problematically Blissart, Blissatt and Blissett
and Blisset are all recorded as turners, toymakers, upholsters and makers of chessmen, even a clever Oyster Tray
reported in the German press roughly in the same London location and one wonders if Blissatt’s examples
originated from the same source in the Netherlands too.
Together with a small file of newspaper clippings transcripts of the letter and later dated instructions etc.

THE SECOND GREAT EXHIBITION

31 [EXHIBITION 1862 - ROYAL HORTICULTURAL GARDENS] INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION OF LONDON 1862. Extra feine Zinn-Compositions-Figuren. [Germany?] 1862. £ 5,000

Sixty hand coloured white metal pieces (listed below) housed in the original wooden box decorated box [24 x 38.5 x 5cm]; the sliding
lid carrying a label containing the title below a coloured lithographic view, heightened with gum arabic, of the Exhibition building from
the Cromwell Road; the top edges of the box are decorated with gilt ornamental strips.
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An unusual toy of hand-painted white die-cast figures and pieces that form, not the Exhibition per se, but more
probably the Royal Horticultural Gardens that were completely enclosed within the Exhibition.
Properly this could be described as something closer to a garden game or society game as it is devoted exlusively to
people attending the Exhibition. Each of the pieces has a support at lower corners. allowing them to stand as an
independent piece.
There are 16 pieces for the exhibition building, 3 trees, a woman pushing a pram, 3 equestrian figures, 4 couples, 2
men with children, 1 woman with child, 2 of children, 15 of single men, and 10 of single women, one playing a harp!
There are also two items that appear forms of transport rather than exhibits, one a railway carriage, and the other a
Far Eastern carriage drawn by two animals.

ILLUSION OF SPARKLING ELECTRIC LIGHTS

32 [EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE]. OMBRES CHINOISES. Paris, M.D.[ i.e. Mauclair-Dacier]
[1900]. £ 3,500

An impressive toy theatre [39 × 49.5 × 6.5 cm] with a cut-away shaped chromolithograph proscenium, the roller mechanism operated
by two brass handles, the whole covered in red paper; the box [43 × 52 × 10 cm] with a decorated chromolithograph lid, gilt edges and
glazed red crêpe paper sides; together with three pierced scenes and two uncut sheets of silhouettes for creating one’s own theatre
experience.

The company Mauclair-Dacier ‘fabrique spéciale de jeux’ at 5 Rue Haudriettes in Paris produced many games over a
short period from its founding in 1893 until 1904 when it was subsumed into Les Jeux Réunis. The company
attempted to produce new games every month with a special push towards Christmas.
The box lid is illustrated with a curious audience of western ‘gentlemen’ with Chinese ‘ladies’ looking on at a view
over the Exposition. The Theatre itself with a similar proscenium arch this time almost wholly populated by a
Chinese audience and orchestra in the pit. On starting to turn the roller mechanism three successive views of the
Exhibition appear which are then followed by six silhouetted comic scenes of Parisian life. The end of the roll
contains three patterned coloured sheets that give the illusion of sparkling electric lights and stars to the three
pierced views of the Exposition at night-time that slot in from the top of the theatre.
A similar example to this theatre is held at the Metropolitan Museum of Art (Accession no.1970.565.508bis);
however, that copy apparently without the box and with the proscenium illustrating the orchestra in western dress
only.

PRESSED INTO A NEW USE

33 [FAN]. [BUCK Adam artist & FRY, William Thomas, engraver]. [THE FOUNTAIN OF
LOVE]. [Published and sold by Edwd. Orme Bond St Corner of Brook St, London. July, 30, 1815]. £ 850

Stipple engraved fan leaf printed in colours, 52cm x 23cm, with only minor wear, and in remarkable fresh, original condition. 
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Scarce fan leaf, the stipple engraved design originally issued as a decorative print but here slightly altered and
pressed into a new use.
The finely produced stipple engraving was by William Thomas Fry (1789–1843), taken after a design by the famous
Irish miniature and portrait painter Adam Buck (1759–1833). Although the engravings original purpose was a
decorative print, it was presumably ‘sold on’ to become a fan at a slightly later date. The imprint has been removed
or hidden under some additional green foliage at the edges although some traces are still visible.
The subject includes a young woman filling a dish from a fountain whilst Cupid is shown hiding underneath with
his bow. To complete the picture a pair of love birds are show fraternising behind her.

‘Buck influenced Regency taste through his work, which was engraved and widely published. He did fashion plates,
produced decorative engravings, and did illustrations (1801) for Sterne’s Sentimental Journey. The decorative pieces
were fanciful genre pictures of mothers and children, personifications of Faith, Hope, and Charity, and classical
subjects such as Cupid and Psyche. Sentimental figurative pieces were used to decorate furniture and were adapted
as designs for the decoration of china, embroidery, and fans. Buck was greatly influenced by the Greek Revival and
he included Greek vases and sculpture, as well as Greek-inspired furniture, in his portraits. His sitters wear high-
waisted muslin dresses and have curly hair-styles à la grecque. He was a collector of Greek vases and was familiar with
private collections which he used as devices in his work, as in his Self-Portrait with his Family (Yale U. CAB).’[ODNB]
We can find no record of who produced the fan, although to the left hand edge of the pedestal are engraved the
letters ‘N.D. 46.’, which may have been some form of stock reference.
Not in the Schreiber Collection of Fans and Fan-Leaves.

A MORE INFORMED PICTURE RESTORATION

34 FIELDING, Theodore Henry Adolphus. THE
KNOWLEDGE AND RESTORATION OF OIL PAINTINGS:
The modes of judging between copies and originals: and a brief life
of the principle masters in the different schools of painting.
London: Ackermann and Co., 96 Strand. 1847.                      £ 385

FIRST EDITION. 12mo in 6s, pp. xv, [i] blank, 217, [1] ‘Works by the same
author.’; original brown cloth blocked in blind with title in gilt on upper cover;
somewhat faded at edges and chaffing at head and tail of spine; still a good copy.

An early work on the vexed subject of identifying and restoring paintings
which was the last in a series of well-regarded books on the theory and
practice of painting and engraving. 
Fielding lays out his work with chapters on distinguishing copies, how to
compare the ‘best with the best’ on their colouring, touch and finish with
interesting contemporary information on the number of picture imported
and how best to sell you collection. Probably the most interesting section
is to do with restoring of paintings - some of Fielding’s suggestions
would bring a present day practitioner wince! That said for the 1840’s
Fielding’s methods err on preserving works of art rather than
transforming them ‘to one so uninformed or unpracticed, and where a
good picture is at stake, the best advice we can offer is not to attempt
it…’   OCLC: 13355692.
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JOINT TOUR OF AN AMATEUR AND A PROFESSIONAL ARTIST

35 [FONNEREAU, Thomas George]. MEMS. OF A TOUR IN ITALY from sketches by T. G. F.,
inspired by his friend and fellow-traveller, C. S[tanfield] ., esq., R.A. [London]: Printed for P. Gauci, 9
North Crest. Bedford. Sqe. [1840]. £ 1,850

Small folio [28 x 21cm] 13 images on 12 lithographs printed on
India paper; lithograph dedication at end (all somewhat foxed); late
nineteenth century half morocco over marbled boards preserving
original lithograph title wrapper.

Thomas George Fonnereau, (1789–1850), was a writer and
artist who after practising as an attorney from 1816 to
1834, succeeded, by the death of a relative, to a good
property and devoted himself to his books and friends for
the rest of his life.
A summary of the Tour that this series of lithographs partly
illustrate is given online: ‘Leaving England in August 1838
they did not return until March of the following year; from
Milan they travelled to Venice in the wake of the
coronation progress of the new Austrian Emperor,
Ferdinand I; from Venice they went via Rome to Naples.
From there Stanfield sallied forth, in appalling weather, to
all the traditional picturesque haunts — Amain, Sorrento,
the Gulf of Salerno and the Naples vicinity itself. He then
took a boat out to Ischia where sickness and bad weather
temporarily imprisoned him over Christmas. The delay in
returning to Naples proved a blessing in disguise, for
without it he would have missed the eruption of Vesuvius
which began on New Year’s Day, 1839. He spent two
nights on the mountain, ‘inspecting the effects of the fire’
before rejoining Fonnereau and beginning the journey
home via Tuscany, the galleries of Florence, the Corniche
and the Rhone valley [Victorian Web]
The lithographs are bound in the following order although
there is no numbering to them to identify the sequence: 1)
At Piacenza the palazzo Farnese from below the ramparts;

2) Galileo Observatory, Padua; 3) At the Grand Canal,Venice; 4) Over the side entrances of the West front of the
Duomo of Ferrara; 5) The leaning Towers of Bologna; 6 & 7) Arches on the walls of the Baptistery Raven; From
the front of the Certosa near Pavia; 8) Citadel of Ancona; 9) At Terracina; 10) Point of the mole at Mentone; 11)
Eza [by Nice, France]; 12) Capital in the cloister of S. Trophime at Arles [France]; and 13) He draws upon the
drawer when indeed “There is no need” Shakespeare Mentone, 25 Feb. 1839 [a portrait of Stanfield.]
‘While still a lawyer he occupied chambers in the Albany and as a ‘great lover and liberal patron of art’ he
entertained a distinguished set of artists and wits at ‘choice little dinners’ which are commemorated in the pages of
J. R. Planché’s Recollections (1872). With
one of these friends, Clarkson Stanfield,
Fonnereau travelled in Italy and France
between 26 August 1838 and 18 March
1839. On his return there were printed for
private distribution, at the expense of D.
Colnaghi, a few copies of Mems. of a tour in
Italy …On inheriting his fortune Fonnereau
had built with the assistance of Decimus
Burton, to whom Stanfield had introduced
him in 1839, ‘a bachelor’s kennel’ - his own
deprecatory designation of ‘an Italian villa
with colonnade and campanile’ - at Hoyden
Hill, near Bushy in Hertfordshire.
Fonnereau died there on 13 November 1850
and was buried in a vault in Aldenham
churchyard with many members of the
family of Hubert, his nearest relatives. His
Diary of a Dutiful Song was published
posthumously by John Murray in 1864.’
[ODNB].
The only other copy we have been able to
locate is held at the British Library.
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COUNTRY HOUSE IDEAS IN AID OF CHARITY

36 FOX, Lady Mary editior; CHÂTEAUNEUF, Alexis de; BUNBURY, Sir Henry; and
EASTLAKE, Charles Lock. THE COUNTRY HOUSE: (WITH DESIGNS) J. Murray, Albemarle
Street, MDCCCXLIII. [1843]. £ 425

4to, pp. viii, 65 [1] imprint 5 plates including a plan (foxed) and 5 tinted lithographs by G. Moore; original decorated blind stamped
turquoise cloth, upper cover lettered in gilt, armorial bookplate of armorial bookplate of Arthur Henry Holland-Hibbert, 3rd Viscount
Knutsford, Munden.

The work in truth only includes an introduction by Lady Fox followed
by text in the form of a correspondence on various refinements to a
proposed Country House between Sir Henry Bunbury (1778-1860), the
German architect Alexis de Châteauneuf (1799-1853), and later to Sir
Charles Lock Eastlake (1793-1865).
Three previous volumes had be published with the same aim, and the
work should be thought of something of an upper class ‘Annual’ for the
drawing room table, priced at a guinea only a select class of buyer was
expected or sought. Lady Mary Fox (1798-1864), was not barred from
the upper strata of British Society despite being illegitimate daughter of
King William IV and Dorothea Jordan. In fact the Queen took five
copies and good and great followed the same path.
The building contemplated by Bunbury was of an Elizabethan style that
Châteauneuf in his reply thought as almost a heresy in taste and
suggested something based on the antique a much better idea. Bunbury
fears the result would be something like National Gallery ‘Our unhappy
rage for adaptation or rather perversion of the Grecian portico; hitherto
the portico has increased rather than diminished, the distance which has
to be traversed in cold and rainy weather, from the door to the
carriage… where is annually erected a tarpaulin lean-to in order to
prevent people being drenched in rainy weather in their progress to the
entrance door, the access to which is opposed by an inaccessible
portico.’
Châteauneuf convinces Bunbury to relent: ‘After some discussion, and a struggle on my part in favour of the
Elizabethan, the Perpendicular-gothic, or whatever the style is to be designated, M. de Châteauneuf has triumphed,
and the Italian, or revived antique, (essentially the Grecian,) has been finally agreed on.’ 
Lastly Eastlake is called upon to suggest his ideas on interior decoration, what paintings and which school should
hang in the various rooms, colours of the walls, frescos - but not mechanical tapestry, tiled floors, sculpture, but
time and space run out before any furnishings are discussed.
OCLC: 3795380.
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FINEST SPORTING PANORAMA

37 [FOX HUNTING]. ALKEN, Henry. PANORAMA OF A FOX HUNT. Shewing a Large Scope
of the Leicestershire, Rutlandshire and Lincolnshire Counties; with all Sorts of Riders, Good, Bad, &
Indifferent. R. Ackermann Junr. 191 Regent Street, London. Jany. 1st 1828. £ 5,850

Hand coloured etched panorama [13.5 x 335 cm] with running legend below printed on six sheets and folding into the original
decorative gold paper and cloth backed folder; the upper cover with a label of a scene showing four huntsmen, three of them mounted,
together with their hounds, preparing for the hunt to commence above a shortened version of the title; title label on inside upper cover;
heraldic bookplate of Clarence S Bement; leather label of Joseph Widener and coloured label of Joseph Spitz, also an unobtrusive neat
rubber stamp on the verso; contained in a red morocco slipcase, spine lettered in gilt.

Considered Alken’s finest sporting panorama.
The story on the panorama advances from left to right in one continuous view, captions appearing in the bottom
margin: ‘All horse Hunters, who never see the Hounds but once in the day’; ‘Some very doubtful ones’; ‘A good one
- but behind from a fall, and Down again’; ‘Podge at a Gate - by some of all sorts, mostly bad’; ‘No Judgment at all’;
‘Excessive Polite’; ‘more Judgment than Pluck’; ‘With more Pluck than Judgment’; ‘Let’s take the Road’; ‘A perfect
Snaffle horse’; ‘Steady she goes’; ‘A Horse
caught’; ‘Catch my horse’; ‘Slap at anything’;
‘a check’; ‘a Roller’; ‘Have a care - 2 to 1 on
a fall’; ‘a positive Railer’; ‘Down for a
Dozen’; ‘Go along Bob - that pace will do
the trick’; ‘See Ben - how they do push him
along’; ‘Hold hard - dont ye cross the
Scent’; ‘Wo-e Wo-e’; ‘Tally ho.’ Title and
imprint on a sheet attached to extreme right
of the panorama.
Siltzer states that it was re-issued in 1837 at
£1.11.6d on three sheets. Gee, in Sporting
Panoramas, describes a state dated as late as
Jan. 1st 1840. The panorama was still being
advertised by Ackermann in the New Spring
Magazine, 18 Mar. 1846, price 31s.6d.

RICHARD DOYLE’S  COPY

38 GAMBARDELLA, Spiridione.WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THE GLASS PALACE? A letter
addressed to the Commissioners of the Great Exhibition … London: Charles Westerton, 1851. £ 750

FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY. 8vo, pp. 28; lightly toned throughout (due to paper stock); in the original
blue blindstamped publisher’s cloth, with ‘Richard Doyle Esq’ blocked in gilt on upper cover, and inscribed “with the compliments of the
author” on front free endpaper; a fine and desirable copy.

Rare pamphlet tackling the thorny problem of what to do with the Crystal Palace in Hyde Park after the close of the
Great Exhibition. Here, the author proposes its use as a gigantic public art gallery noting that ‘If we wish such a
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building to endure to futurity, as a proof of our taste, rather than as a monument of our barbarism, we must raise
up a race of artists who are worthy of the name, we must foster talent, we must bring it to light and cherish it as a
noble thing…’ (p. 25).
Spiridione Gambardella (c. 1815-1866) was born in Naples. ‘He was a refugee from Italy, having escaped, the story
was, on board an American man-of-war. He had been educated as a public singer, but he had a facile genius, and
turned readily to painting as a means of livelihood. he painted some excellent portraits in Boston, between 1835 and
1840, among them one of Dr Channing, and one of Dr Follen; both of these were engraved. He had some success
for a time as a portrait-painter in London’ (see http://www.britishmuseum.org/).
He published another similar work on How to secure the best design for the National Gallery, addressed to d’Israeli, in the
following year. The present work has his address as 22 Sussex Place, Kennington New Town and contains the
manuscript inscription “with the compliments of the author” presumably presenting this slim volume to fellow
artist Richard Doyle, whose name is blocked in gilt on the upper cover.
OCLC records four copies worldwide, at the BL and National Art library at the V & A in the UK, and Minnesota
and Princeton in North America.

PROMOTING SMUGGLING

39 [GAME]. CONTRABAND. A battle of fun. Card Game. Castell Brothers Ltd., 14-17 St. Cross
Street, Hatton Garden, London. [n.d., c. 1950]. £ 125

54 cards, together with money printed in black on cream, green,
blue and pink paper, named Pepys Currency, with Pepys
portrait and amount, and the original stapled rules booklet;
housed in original pictorial box (127 x 100 x 20mm), minor
rubbing, but not detracting from this being an excellent example.

Unusual card game produced at the advent of
commercial airline travel, the object of which ‘is to
smuggle Contraband through the Customs, by
avoiding payment of duty on articles of luggage
represented by the cards’ (Contraband rules booklet).
One player takes on the role of Customs Agent while
the others are all travellers, who truthfully or falsely
declare items in their luggage (four cards drawn from a
deck of items including wine, cigars, cameras,
necklaces, etc.). If the Customs Agent believes them,
they simply pay a duty fee and then the next player
repeats the process. However, if the Customs Agent
does not believe the player, they may “search” the
player’s luggage (cards are revealed) with two results:
should the player declared accurately, the Customs 
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Agent must pay the player 200 for defamation of character but should the player declare incorrectly, he must pay
the Customs Agent fines for all items in his luggage. Other players can also act as Informants and search luggage
and there is also an attaché case in the deck which can give a player diplomatic immunity and allow them to pass
through Customs unhindered. Of course one can bluff about having this in their hand, as well… .

FOR THE GOOD AND THE GREAT

40 [GLASSHOUSES]. W. RICHARDSON & CO. HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, AND
HEATING ENGINEERS, NORTH OF ENGLAND HORTICULTURAL WORKS, DARLINGTON
Wexford: Printed at the Liberty Press. circa 1890. £ 750

4to, pp. 78 profusely illustrated, within red border together with 29 additional fliers numbered ‘Fig. 63-92’ continuing from the 62
illustrations in the catalogue; original cloths backed glassed boards the upper cover lettered and printed in black red and gold.

William Richardson was born at Langbaurgh Hall in Ayton in 1836. He started a career as an architect in
Darlington, changed to construction work, and from about 1860 he founded the company of W. Richardson &
Co.,, horticultural and heating engineers, who were to become the leading firm of its kind in Britain. 
The designs include complete Winter Gardens, suitable for a public park down to simple lean-to cucumber houses;
also included is well illustrated section on boilers, pipes, brackets and everything necessary to heat the buildings.
Richardson has here sent out with his catalogue a further 29 illustrated fliers the first of which shows a conservatory
which won a gold medal at the international Horticultural Exhibition at Earls Court in 1892, later fliers begin to give
way from illustration in line to halftone photographs of projects that had been built. Probably Richardson’s next
catalogue would have been fully illustrated with photographs. 
The catalogue was produced during a incredable period of garden design, this enthusiasm in turn needed the
support of tremendous number of glasshouses and heating equipment. several hundred names of satisfied clients
are given in the introduction. Dukes Earls, Lords and even 23 MP’s are included. 

FORCING DEVONSHIRE PINEAPPLES

41 GLENDINNING, Robert. PRACTICAL HINTS ON THE
CULTURE OF THE PINE APPLE. [Exeter: Pollard] for Longman and
Co. in London. Sold by W. Spreat, 263, High Street, Exeter, Librarian to
the Society; and all other booksellers, 1839.                                     £ 385

18mo, pp. [ii] blank, vii, [i] blank, 55, [1] blank; folding lithograph plate; original green
cloth, the upper cover blocked with the title in gilt; lower cover with slight damp marks.

The object of the work was to improve the cultivation of pineapples in South
Devonshire, which might account for the rarity of the work today. Divided into
seven chapters the first contains an introduction to the subject; Chapter II is on
the kind of structures in which pineapples are grown, the modes of heating, and
the different systems of culture, together with a folding plate showing a section
of a pit to be heated with linings of dung ; and by a section of a stove with a
bark-pit, heated by hot water; Chapter III deals with different varieties of
pineapple; Chapter IV treats potting and plunging; Chapter V is on the
management of the bark-bed, watering, liquid manure, etc.; Chapter VI discuses
atmosphere, shading, etc.; and finally Chapter VII on insects and pests,
concluding with a monthly table of temperatures.
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Glendinning was gardener to Lord Rolle at Bicton in Devon and dedicates his book to the members of the Devon
and Exeter Botanical and Horticultural Society from whom he had received a large silver medal for reading his
paper on pineapples.
OCLC records copies, at University of California, Hawaii and Chicago.

TO HELP RAISE UP A FONT

42 GRAVES, Henry. DESIGNS FOR THE SCULPTURED COMPARTMENTS OF A FONT
FOR THE PARISH CHURCH OF BINSTEAD IN ISLE OF WIGHT by The Hon. Henry Graves. [no
place or publisher] 1844. £ 275

SECOND EDITION. 8vo, lithograph title and introduction in two colours and 11 tinted lithograph plates and a lithograph leaf of
notes; original purple cloth, somewhat faded, upper cover lettered in gilt.
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A rare publication issued in order to raise funds to help rebuild the Paris church of Binstead on the Isle of Wight.
according to the notes at the end of the work copies could be purchased at 10/- each or 3 copies at 7/6 each.
According to Pevsner the Nave was rebuilt in 1845 to a design by Thomas Hellyer although the illustration states
that it was restored in 1843. The nine following plates show the design of the new octagonal font by Henry Graves,
richly carved with biblical scenes on each face within stylized foliage the work was executed by William Wilkinson.
The last plate shows a prayer desk or lectern which is unascribed by Pevsner but is probably also a design by
Graves.
COPAC records copies at British Library, Oxford, National library of Scotland and Southampton.

AN IMPRESSIVE SOUVENIR FROM A VISIT TO THE EXHIBITION

43 [GREAT EXHIBITION]. INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION OF ALL NATIONS. Original block
toy purchased at the Great Exhibition. [British], 1851. £ 7,500

Puzzle block toy consisting of two subjects, each divided into 30 wooden blocks; each side with a separate segmented view; each block
approx. 2 inches square; contained in the original mahogany strained deal box [11 x 7½ x 3½ inches]; the sliding lid with an
illustrated title label 4½ x 5½ inches; (old worm hole to one side) together with two lithograph key plates mounted on linen [10½ x
14½ inches]; also a contemporary letter relating to the opening of the Exhibition; the box inscribed on the underside ‘E: A: Saunders
Octr. 10th 1851.’

The two images for this delightful block toy are a view of Hyde Park Corner at the moment Queen Victoria and
Prince Albert arrive in their carriage to open the exhibition; and a general view of the entrance looking towards the
transept façade and showing the arrival of various personages in carriages, mounted or on foot, including a
gentleman with a turban, all making their way to the opening ceremony.
The building is shown resplendent with the royal standard topping the central transept, thus indicating the Queen is
in ‘residence’ and that the opening ceremony is about to begin. The other flags shown fluttering in the wind include
those of France, Netherlands, Germany States and the United States.
We have not been able to identify the maker of the puzzle although the measurements of the box strongly point to
British manufacture. Fortunately we can give some provenance of the original ownership through an enclosed letter
and associated inscription on the underside of the box.
The letter from Erasmus Saunders (1812-1872) to his wife Sophia and dated the [Wednesday] May 7th 1851
describes his arrival and first visit to Exhibition ‘the building is certainly very handsome, and its extreme length is
broken & varied by the trees of the park so it does not look outré… .’ he further mentions the exhibits, the interior,
the crush, and the generally overwhelming atmosphere however with the odd reservation: ‘the statue of the Greek
Slave by “Power” which fortunately for the Americans is there & redeems their performance in the Exhib.’
Erasmus very probably, as a remembrance his visit, gave the block toy to his daughter Emily Augusta Saunders for
her 5th birthday on the 10th October 1851.
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The letter and puzzle may have been preserved together by Emily as something of a memento mori. Tragedy struck
the family in 1872 and was widely reported: ‘Suicide of a County Magistrate.—On Wednesday evening [10th July] an
inquest was held on the body of Mr. Erasmus Saunders, of Westbrook House, near Dorchester, a county
magistrate, who about six o’clock on Wednesday morning was found in his bath-room with his throat cut, The
village surgeon, Mr. Groves, was at once summoned to the house, but on his arrival life was extinct. Deceased was a
gentleman of some property in the neighbourhood; he was about fifty years of age. He has left a widow and three
children, one of his daughters [presumably Emily] having only recently returned from Malta, he had lately been in a
rather despondent state of mind. A verdict of Temporary Insanity was returned.’ [The Illustrated Police News.]
Emily was to marry Admiral of the Fleet Sir Nowell Salmon VC, GCB (1835-1912) in 1866 and would have a son
and daughter. Emily died in 1915.

CASHING IN

44 [GREAT EXHIBITION JIGSAW PUZZLE]. FOR THE EXHIBITION, 1851. T.F. Trebeck
Toy and Fancy Warehouse. 3, Sun Street, Bishopsgate, London. [1851]. £ 350

Wooden 16-piece jigsaw [115 x 180 mm], steel engraved image of
the exhibition building, hand coloured in sweeps and dabs, one corner
piece expertly repaired and supplied later, with part of the original
image laid down, some dust-soiling, rubbing and warping to pieces;
housed in the original deal box with a sliding lid, the box [125 x
175 x 25 mm], the design of the lid-label consists of the title, the
publisher, and a vignetted exterior view of the Crystal Palace which
constitutes the game’s key-picture, some rubbing, dust-soiling and
minor loss, lid warped and consequently difficult to slide in to box,
bottom of box cracked due to shrinkage overtime; despite faults still a
desirable item.

Rare survival of this jigsaw puzzle manufactured to
coincide with the Great Exhibition of 1851, and clearly on
offer during the period of the Crystal Palace and ready to
be purchased by a visitor eager for a memento of their visit.
Thomas Frederick Trebeck (1818-1864) exhibited ‘a variety
of rocking horses, dolls and miscellaneous toys’ at his stand
No. 200 in ‘Class 29. Miscellaneous Manufactures and
Small Wares.’ Trebeck toys were also on stands in sections
devoted to Saxony, Saxe-Meiningen, Saxe-Coburg and
Austria. Although British it would seem that Trebeck had
an extensive trade as a wholesale importer of toy
presumably chiefly of German and Austrian manufacture. 
He also had a healthy interest in supplying early Christmas
Trees to Britain during the 1850’s and displayed ‘gigantic’
examples at his premises in Sun Street.
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CORNISH MINER AT THE GREAT EXEYBITION

45 [GREAT EXHIBITION]. [WHEAR, Thomas
Trevarthen]. JIMMY TREBILCOCK; or, the Humerous
Adventures of a Cornish Miner at the Great Exhibition. What
he Saw and What he didn’t See. Camborne: Printed by T.T.
Whear, Market Place, 1862.                                            £ 285

8vo, pp. 16; spotting throughout (due to paper quality); original yellow printed
wrappers, spine thread stitched, lightly chipped to extremities, but still a good
copy.

Very rare account of a Cornish miner’s trip to the Great Exhibition.
The party set off by boat from Camborne, arriving at Bristol after
eighteen hours. Part of the text is in vernacular, as spoken by
Trebilcock (he tells of a pasty in his pocket, Uncle Willy Treglown,
etc.). In all the party spent a fortnight in London, visiting all the
attractions as well as the ‘Exeybition’; Trebilcock invariably became
separated from his fellows and relates his own minor adventures.
‘The humorous adventures of a Cornish miner at the Great Exhibition by
Jimmy Trebilcock (a pseudonym), printed at Camborne in the heart of
the mining district in 1862, sold at least 5,000 copies within two
years (Boase and Courtney, 1874, 1012). Given a far smaller
potential market this suggests sales of a magnitude much higher than
those dialect journals and prose works Joyce cites in Lancashire,
which regularly reached 10,000 copies in the 1850s and 1860s (Joyce,
1991, 264)’ (see https://ore.exeter.ac.uk/repository)
Bib. Cornish III, 1360; OCLC records one copy only, at the BL.

NINETEENTH PROVINCIAL HAT MANUFACTURE

46 [HATTERS]. VERO & EVERITT. AN ALBUM RECORDING RETAILERS INDIVIDUAL
MARKS. Atherstone, Warwickshire. [n.d., c. 1850-1920s]. £ 3,500

Album [38 x 30 cm], 76 brown leaves of Kraft paper, each leaf having approximately 40, or more, mounted labels in leather or paper
and printed in ink, gold and blind; original cloth covered boards, somewhat ragged at edges but still in good shape considering the
practical use to which the album has endured.

A remarkable and significant album recording over 3000
consignments of hats ordered by retailers throughout the
British Empire and beyond.
‘Atherstone was once an important hatting town, and
became well known for its felt hats. The industry began
in the 17th century as a cottage industry located in the
crowded yards at the back of the houses that fronted
Long Street. It finally moved to mass factory production
in the mid 19th century and at its height seven different
firms employed over 3000 people in and around the
town’ (http://www.atherstone.org/history/hatting/).
The present album was kept by hatters Vero & Everitt of
Atherstone to record the form of words that each of their
customers had requested to be marked in to differentiate
their particular order or batch of hats. Hats, then as now,
are usually stamped in gilt or black onto the silk or cloth
lining at the crown, or else impressed into the leather
sweatbands, here in green, red or plain leather and
lettered in gilt and black.

The extent of Vero & Everitt’s activity is quite
mesmerising in its variety, with individual customers to
large emporiums being supplied. Each leaf of the album
juxtaposes upwards of twenty labels, all seemingly
mounted as the orders were received, then logged and
numbered in pencil to dovetail with their various account
books. Exotic to the mundane are names and addresses
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here thrown together from near and far:- L. Berliner, Elliot - Made Expressly for D. Rothschild, Lichtenburg; - A.
Ooenlabeg Marican, 89, South Bridge Road Segapore - Made Expressly for W.E. Jelliman, Maclear - Made in
England for Hughes & Co, East London - E. Moss Outfitters Dordrecht - F X. Pereira & Sons Columbo - S
Mohamed Tanby, 104 South Bridge Road, Singapore - Specially Made by Vero & Everitt Ltd., for the Cycle &
Carriage Co. Kuala Lumpar Selangor F.M.S - Hajee Abdoollah Hajee Mohamed & Bros, Shop No. 4 Crawford
Market Bombay - Cohen Bros, Christiana Transvaal - At Chi Shanghai. 
It is difficult to trace most of these retailers today as the majority of businesses are almost certainly long extinct,
with the labels in this album the only evidence that they might ever have existed.
Headgear was the essential piece of dress culture until our post modern age. Vero & Everitt produced all types of
hats, apparently even supplying the slave trade in their early years. Felt was their preferred medium, although in the
long run the company produced whatever their customer wanted, intended them for all quarters of the world and
for all kinds of climate. They even produced quantities of that essential of explorers, Tarzan movies and Groucho
Marx, the much maligned solar topee. Noel Coward sums up the universal use of such covering, in fact any
covering, in his period piece from Mad Dogs and Englishmen:
‘It’s such a surprise for the Eastern eyes to see, / that though the English are effete, they’re quite impervious to
heat, / When the white man rides every native hides in glee, / Because the simple creatures hope he will impale his
solar topee on a tree.’ 
Hats from Atherstone were sent all over the world to British colonies before the two world wars, but with changing
fashions and inevitable contractions only three hat factories remained in Atherstone by the 1970s - Denham &
Hargrave, Vero & Everitt and Wilson & Stafford. These three survivors amalgamated into the latter named
company and struggled on until the 1990s when the industry finally became extinct in the West Midlands.
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GEORGE IV EMBARKS FOR SCOTLAND

47 HAVELL, Robert. COSTA SCENA, or a Cruise along the Southern Coast of Kent, the drawing
taken from Nature by Robt. Havell, Junr. London: Published March, 1823. £ 9,850

Strip panorama engraved in aquatint and hand coloured, in a cylindrical treen case, consisting of seven sheets all conjoined, measuring
82 x 5,480 mm overall, including the publisher’s label at extreme right. the treen case carries a design in black and gold consisting of
Britannia, her shield carrying a roundel portrait of George IV, accompanied by Neptune holding a trident, riding in a shell drawn by
two horses with tails, which is driven by a putto, a patterned stay is attached to the extreme right edge of the panorama.
Havell’s panorama, dedicated to George IV, simultaneously celebrates the Northern Excursion - George’s state visit
to Scotland - and the delights of steam boat travel, at this date still novel. The scene is that on 23 Aug. 1822 when
the king embarked at Greenwich. The royal procession advances down river, the king on board the ‘Royal George’,
towed by the ‘Comet’ steam-boat (ref. 5). The Lord Mayor’s barge is shown near Woolwich towed by the
‘Sovereign’ steam boat (ref. 76). We pass by Belvedere (ref. 11), Greenhithe (ref. 14), Northfleet (ref. 16), and
Gravesend (ref. 17) where we see the ‘Flamer’ gun-brig, awaiting the King’s arrival. Near Sheerness (ref. 23) we note
the royal yachts, the ‘Sovereign’ and the ‘Regent’ with a frigate and two gun-brigs. 

Here ‘we take our leave of His Majesty, with whom we imagine ourselves to have been sailing since we left
Greenwich, [and wishing] the Royal Party to a safe and pleasant voyage, we take our leave and pursue the coast.’ We
pass the Isle of Sheppy (ref. 27), Whitstable (ref. 31), Margate (ref. 35), and Broadstairs (ref. 39). The yacht of Sir
William Curtis M.P. (ref. 42) is shown steering for Ramsgate Harbour. In fact Curtis had accompanied George IV
to Scotland, exciting much merriment by wearing a kilt. We observe the wreck of an Indiaman (ref. 53), ‘an object
but too frequently to be contemplated in the North Seas’, and then cross the Channel from Dover in a fierce storm.
A battered frigate (ref. 60) loses its main top mast. The steam boat in which we travel, however, reaches Calais (ref.
62) ‘in perfect safety.’
For a full account of George’s Northern Excursion see John Prebble, The King’s Jaunt (Edinburgh: Birlinn 2000).
The Thames part of the story is described on pp.156-164.
The related drawings were in Melbourne, Australia in March, 2005.
Abbey, Life, 490; Prideaux, p. 339.
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A STRING OF HORSES

48 [HORSE PANORAMA]. THE PANORAMA OF HORSES. Leeds:- Webb and Millington, 93,
Top of Briggate. [n.d., c. 1850]. £ 575
Handcoloured wood engraved panorama measuring 16 x 2415 mm, backed with linen and consisting of 18 illustrations concertina-
folded into printed card covers (160 x 140 mm) with central woodcut vignette of a horse on upper cover, and advert on lower, lightly
dust-soiled and worn, but still an appealing copy.

Charming handcoloured panorama consisting of 18 different horses, amongst which are found a ‘Cart-horse’,
‘Hunter’, ‘Arabian’, ‘Rainbow’, ‘Race Horse’ and ‘Shetland Pony’. Also included is the ‘Zebra’, and more interesting
still its sub-species the ‘Quagga’, which was then not long from extinction.
Rare: we have only located copies at Princeton and the Bodleian.

THE TRAVAILS OF ORPHANED DAUGHTERS

49 [HUGHES, Mary]. THE METAMORPHOSES or, Effects of
Education: a Tale. London: Printed by R. and A. Taylor, Shoe-Lane, for
William Darton, 58, Holborn-Hill. 1822.                                               £ 125

SECOND EDITION. 12mo, pp. iv, 176, engraved frontispiece (dated 1818) and an engraved
trade plate for William Darton II at the end of the work; original roan backed marbled boards,
spine lettered in gilt ‘Metamorphoses 2/6.’

Dedicated to Maria Edgeworth the work follows the travails of orphaned daughters
Julia - adopted by a wealthy Lady Ann - and Isabella - adopted by frugal Mrs
Mackenzie. Well clearly one is going to be spoilt and the other a virtuous young
woman, so it is not hard to guess who exemplifies the moral at the end of the work:
‘Education and example…are capable of producing most wonderful meta-
morphoses’. 
This second edition is replete with Darton’s nicely engraved trade plate.
OCLC and COPAC locate three copies at BL, Society of Friends and in the USA at
the Lilly; Darton H767 (2).

AT LEAST ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY EIGHT COMBINATIONS

50 [INTERCHANGEABLE TOY]. DER KNABE UND SEIN PFERD. KINDLICHE DOPPLE-
REITER-PUPPE IN HÖCHSTKOMISCHER VERWANDLUNG. - La Garçon et son cheval. Double
poupée-chevaleresque avec des métamorphoses très comiques. - The Boy and his Horse. Double Riding-
Doll for Children, in a great variety of Metamorphoses. - Il ragazzo ed il suo cavallo Doppia magotta
cavalleresca per bambini con caniamenti comici. [Nürnberg] Original-Eigenthum G.W.F. & W. [i.e. Georg
Wolfgang Faber, lithographer] circa 1850. £ 3,500

A series of 16 figures on 8 cut-out back-to-back shaped cards; together with 8 animals on 4 back-to-back shaped cards; and two
wooden stands (possibly later) contained in the original decorated box, lid with a central scene of an African prince riding his zebra in
pursuit of a tiger! with four other subjects from the toy at each corner; all within leafy spandrels decoration above the games title in four
languages.

A delightful and rare interchangeable children’s toy. 
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The figures and animals each made
to cleverly incorporate two subjects
mounted back-to-back, including:-
[1] a boy in a military jacket / an
Arab; [2] a piper / a boy in a riding
jacket; [3] a young gentleman in a
periwig / an ‘African’ prince with
spear; [4] a tailor with a gigantic
nose / a banditti; [5] a cat dressed as
a soldier / a royal hussar; and [6] a
Scottish lad/a monkey dressed as a
cavalry officer. 
The animals that the figures ride are
likewise paired:- 1) A shaggy dog /
A goose; 2) a horse / a bear; 3) A
cockerel / A zebra; and 4) A goat /
An Arabian horse.
According to a note in Johann
Lothar Faber Die Bleistift-Fabrik von
A. W. Faber zu Stein bei Nürnberg in
Bayern p. 20 the artist/maker of the
game was a deaf mute working from
Nürnberg. Apparently some
unscrupulous businessmen in 1858 inveigled him into allowing his name to be used on a counterfeit pencil that was
pass it off as a product of A. W. Faber. The name of that other company was Winterhoff, Piper & Co. which leads
us to speculate the ‘& W’ part of the imprint may be connected.
Despite these trials and tribulations, never mind the handicap he was under, Faber seems to have been very active
and something of a ‘go to’ person for the better quality toys of this form during the middle years of the nineteenth
century.

EASY FOR SOME

51 [JIGSAW PUZZLE]. ARITHMETICAL AMUSEMENT, or, the multiplication table. Made easy,
by a new and pleasing method … London: Manufactured by E. Wallis, 42, Skinner-street, Snow-hill. [c.
1830]. £ 850

Hand coloured lithograph jigsaw, the 34 dissected pieces mounted on thin wood; (two lugs missing to the lower right corner); contained in
the original deal box, the sliding lid with a hand coloured and illustrated title label on a yellow background with a (19 x 13.5 x 3.5
cm.)

A neatly devised arithmetical puzzle chiefly concerned with solving the 3, 4 and 5 times tables.
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Each of the 23, mainly animal images, are segmented into pairs of question and answer, a simple ploy that allows
players to be rewarded with a completed image as well as a correct answer. The border is a true jigsaw of
interlocking pieces that come together to form a frame; the pieces within this are more regularly cut pairs of
rectangles. 
Included are some exotic animals for added excitement such as a porcupine and a crocodile the latter with an
appropriate backgrounds of pyramids, but most of the pieces join to show the more familiar eagle, robin, pig and
sheep. Also a witch on her broom, Harlequin and Columbine make an appearance in illustrated tabular form.
Presumable, Wallis planned increasingly more difficult multiplication puzzles and although this copy has the
subscript ‘Part 1’ we have been unable to locate this or any other similar work by Wallis in any collection.

A CHILD’S  OWN BOOK-FILLED LIBRARY

52 [JUVENILE LIBRARY]. THE INFANT’S LIBRARY. London, John Marshall. 4, Aldermary
Church Yard. [1800-1801]. £ 6,500

16 miniature volumes, books measuring approximately 600mm x 480mm, Books 1, 2 and 16 have 62-63 pages, but the remainder
mostly have 30-32 pages, all but book 2 are illustrated with engravings; bound in different coloured papers with shaped paper labels as
pasted owns to both boards, some spines expertly repaired; corner of final leaf of volume XVI torn away with loss of page number;
volumes in a clear fresh state, apart from vols. I & XVI which are a little dust-soiled and similarly rebacked, and therefore likely
supplied; contained in a wooden book divided into four compartments, lined with pink paper, with a sliding lid shaped to appear as a
bookcase, a paste down hand-coloured label showing books behind glass with a scene of a mother instructing her children below, some loss
to the pediment of the sliding lid, and lid a little loose when slotted in, otherwise in a very good state of preservation, complete with the
very rare original printed advert and trade card of John Marshall pasted to the underside of the box, rather browned and chipped to
edges, but nevertheless still legible.

In 1800 London publisher John
Marshall decided that parents were
not the only ones who deserved the
pleasure of a book-filled library. Small
children should have their own, and
henceforth The Infant’s Library was
conceived, designed and produced: a
painted wooden bookcase housing
two shelves full of tiny books, each
depicting the world’s wonders:
flowers and animals, letters and
games, and a last volume on British
history. 
‘During the 1790s Ellenor Fenn was a
force to be reckoned with in the
promotion of what might be called
home-reading-without-tears. A
number of her books from this period
mention or advertise boxes of letters
and other equipment which were
designed to help children learn
through play. These experiments
culminated in a series of brilliantly
conceived “miniature libraries”
initiated by her publisher, John
Marshall. They were sets of tiny
books, planned around themes and housed in wooden boxes whose lids were made to resemble the front of a
bookcase. The first of these was actually the largest, The Juvenile, or Child’s Library (1799-1800), but it was quickly
followed by the smaller Infant’s Library (1800-1) - sixteen little books in a box - which proved to be the most popular
of a whole succession of imitations’ (Anderson & Oyens, Be Merry and Wise: Origins of Children’s Book Publishing in
England, 1650-1850, 2006, p. 128).
In examining the present set here offered, one can imagine how enthralled children would have been, and how it’s
popularity quickly led Marshall to produce editions in Latin, German, and French.
See Alderson, Miniature Libraries for the Young. 1983.

MAKING THE RIGHT IMPRESSION

53 [LADIES ETIQUETTE]. MORNING CALLS. [London:] 1830s. £ 650

Oblong 8vo [180 x 125 mm.], printed title and 14 lithographs, each with added captions written in contemporary ink; loose in original
blue cloth, upper cover lettered in gilt

An unusual pictorial take on the sophistry of ladies making morning calls. 
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The etiquette of making calls is probably best seen through the novels of Jane Austen. All the complexity of making
the right impression, avoiding unwanted visitors ore politely turning people away are explained. In some case, as is
shown here, the delicate act of visiting but hoping or contriving to find the lady of the house not at home.
The series of prints begin with two sisters setting off, on their ‘morning calls,’ one grumpily telling her maid to
‘Give me my Cloak.’ They travel in a one horse buggy attended by their manservant on his own mount. On coming
up the drive of the first call one of the sisters exclaims ‘Hope she won’t be in, such a stupid woman!’ whilst in the
nest illustration the lady of the house looking out over her the drive as the carriage approaches says to herself
‘Those tiresome creatures are coming again, they must have seen me or I would not be at home.’ The sisters are
kept waiting in a grumpily exchanging their views of their hostess ‘Will you ask for the children or must I?’ Now
that they are all seated in her drawing room pleasantries are exchanged, the hostess explaining that ‘Yes indeed if
you had come ten minutes sooner I should not have been in’ and in the next scene the children are shown off and
on departing this the hostess gives the lie that ‘It will not be long then before we must again.’ 
The sisters travel onto another house for their second morning call exclaiming falsely ‘Well now, I do hope they will
be in!’ only to find that ‘they’ are ‘Not at home’ but ask as a matter of course for the owners card. Having seen a
carriage in the distance the sisters tell their man servant to ‘Give the cards at once, don’t you see them coming!’ and
make a hasty escape. The sisters decide that they ‘Haven’t time to go further’ and on returning home they ask their
one of their servants ‘Anybody called since we went out John?’ 
Clearly the whole exercise is to avoid meeting anyone but to go through the charade of ‘Morning Calls’.

AFTER THE OPENING CEREMONY

54 LANE, Charles. LANE’S TELESCOPIC VIEW
OF THE INTERIOR OF THE EXHIBITION. London,
Published by C. Lane, June 3rd, 1851.                      £ 950

Eight hand-coloured lithographic panels and a back-scene panel, front
panel with hand-coloured title vignette with peep-hole, without the mica lens
which is usually missing, measuring 175 × 160 mm; extending with paper
bellows to c. 900mm; front panel a bit soiled; preserved in a modern green
cloth box.

Looking down the central isle with crowds milling about, the
fountains (heightened with varnish) and statues form a central
spectacle. Designed by T. J. Rawlins and lithographically printed
at C. Moody’s Establishment. This ‘Telescopic View’ forms the
companion to Lane’s other Exhibition peepshow by the same
artist which recorded the opening ceremony with Her Majesty
the Queen present.
Gestetner-Hyde 255.
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UNRECORDED

55 [LEATHLEY, Mary Elizabeth Southwell (née Dudley)]. THE NURSERY KEEPSAKE,
containing stories and pictures for young children, by the Author of “Chickseed without Chickweed.”
London: Darton & Co., Holborn Hill. [1855]. £ 550

12mo, pp. 32; 32; 32; with frontispiece to each part, first coloured chromolithograph;
original red blind stamped publisher’s cloth, spine and upper cover lettered in gilt, minor
rubbing to head and tail and extremities, but still a very good copy; binders ticket of of
‘Bone & Son.’

The work contains three separate works bound into one volume credited
on the title to Mary Leathley. Two of the three are known to Darton
bibliographers viz Food for the Young [Darton, H599] and A Fly-Trap for
Little Folk [Darton H176]. However Tiny’s Library is apparently unrecorded.
Furthermore, the two known titles have as yet not been associated with
Leathley’s name, although it is quite clear from the title that Darton & Co.
promoted all three works as ‘By the Author of “Chickseed without
Chickweed.”’
Clearly this combined work is another unrecorded example of similar items
tabulated by Lawrence Darton (p. xlv) as ‘traced only in collected works
but paginated as if for separate publication.’ This copy, in having the
booksellers ticket of ‘Truchy Boulevard des Italiens No. 26 á Paris’ may
have been collected in this form by Darton for sale in France and thus so
far missed by bibliographers. Truchy is known to have run a ‘Librairie
française et anglaise’ during the 1850’s and 60 in Paris.
Mary Elizabeth Southwell Dudley Leathley (1818-1899) produced an
enormous output for the Darton’s, either with the ‘Chickseed without

Chickweed’ acknowledgement, or completely anonymous - no work ever carrying her identity.
‘Leathley, Mary Elizabeth Southwell (née Dudley) (1818–99), writer, was born 18 June 1818 in Clonmel, Co.
Tipperary, the daughter of George Dudley, a member of the Society of Friends. She published her first book when

she was sixteen, and subsequently became
a prolific writer of children’s fiction and
religious works. She produced over a
hundred publications, of which the best
known were Chickseed without Chickweed
(1861), which sold up to half a million
copies, Children of scripture: a Sunday school
book for youth (1866), The story of stories
(1875), and Requiescent: a little book of
anniversaries (1888). On 11 June 1847 she
married William Henry Leathley, a
barrister, and later that year converted to
catholicism. Their only child, Dudley, was
raised as a catholic. Leathley spent most of
her life in England, residing variously in
Midhurst, Ascot, Malvern, and finally
Hastings, where she died 22 December
1899.’ (Frances Clarke in the Dictionary of
Irish Biography.)

WITH TWO LARGE PANORAMIC VIEWS OF PANAMA

56 LIOT, Captain William Birmingham. PANAMA, NICARAGUA, AND TEHUANTEPEC; or
considerations upon the question of communication between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans … London:
Simpkin and Marshall, Stationers’ Court. 1849. £ 850

FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY. 8vo, pp. iv, 63, with two panoramic folding views; slight chipping to edge of
title and some minor foxing and dust-soiling in places throughout; in the original blind stamped green publisher’s cloth, upper board
lettered in gilt, spine sunned with head and tail chipped, joints cracked but holding, but still a good copy, inscribed from the author on
the front free endpaper.

Captian Liot (1807-1860), was originally an officer in the Royal Navy who had by 1844 retired on being promoted
to Captain and was now employed as the Colonial superintendent of The Royal Steam-packet Company. The
company with the object of reducing the route around Cape Horn decided to commission Liot to look into the
feasibility of a way through the isthmus at Panama.
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In his sometimes pithily written work, he argued that a canal across ‘The Great Isthmus of America’ would be at a
tremendous expense, involve the conflict between private investment and public use, and be difficult to build due to
the insuperable problems of the terrain. Liot decided a much better link would be to build a railroad, or modern
carriage road, both of which would be a more pragmatic method form of transportation than a canal. 
The two panoramic views, an eleven- panel view of the ‘Bay and Islands of Panama’ and a seven-panel view of the
‘Harbour of Portobelo,’ are quite detailed and of show the lay of the land canal builders had to contend with.
Sabin 41389; OCLC: 5248811.

HAVELL EYE FOR DETAIL AT ITS BEST

57 [LONDON]. HAVELL, Robert, Jun. A PANORAMA OF LONDON. Taken from Nature by
R. Havell, Jun. London: Published by Havell & Co. 79, Newman Street, Oxford Street MDCCXXIV
[1824]. £ 5,250

Hand-coloured aquatint strip panorama, consisting of publisher’s label at extreme right with modern stay and six sheets all conjoined,
measuring 84 x 4200 mm, with title 84 x 4295 overall; a few old tears skilfully repaired and some minor soiling; in original treen case
with a lacquered aquatint label with a patriotic design consists of Fame, blowing a trumpet from which is suspended the title the royal
crown, and below are the arms of the Corporation of London, Royal Arms, Union flag, and an abundance of relevant symbols: Industry
(hive), Trade (ship), Plenty (cornucopia), Justice (fasces), Fortitude (lion), Agriculture (corn), maritime steadfastness (anchor), civic
patronage (sword and mace), and military preparedness (cannon, lance and military drum)..

The view commences at Vauxhall in order to show the recently built Vauxhall Bridge (opened 1816) and Millbank
Penitentiary (opened 1822). It extends as far east as the London Docks and St John Wapping. The recently built
Waterloo and Southwark Bridges (opened 1817 and 1819 respectively) are depicted. There is no sign of New
London Bridge, the building of which commenced in 1823. River traffic featured in the print includes the
Richmond Steam Yacht the Margate Steam Yacht, the French Steam Yacht, the Leith Steam Yacht, all crowded
with excursionists, and the personal yacht of the eccentric Wapping biscuit-maker, Alderman Sir William Curtis
M.P. Off Millbank are to be seen six ‘four-oared pleasure galleys’ partaking in a rowing match (presumably the
Doggett’s Coat and Badge Race?), and off Bank Side a civic procession of City ceremonial barges. The river is
crowded with yachts, colliers, hay barges, Thames barges, and Peter boats.

The copper plate for this panorama was auctioned at Geo. Jones & Co. on 27 May 1828 (91), on the dissolution of
Robert Havell Senior and Robert Havell Junior’s partnership. Robert Havell Junior, however, appears to have
retained the plate, for it also features in S. Leigh Sotheby’s sale for 18 July 1838 (36). On this latter occasion Havell
was disposing of copper plates and copyrights prior to emigrating to the United States. A facsimile of the extremely
rare printed booklet is included with the panorama. 
Abbey, Life, 485. 
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LADY LUCK

58 [LOTTERY TICKET]. MADAM, The
Ticket No. 28998 was this Day drawn a Blank. We
are, Madam, Your most obedient, and much obliged
humble Servants, Nicholson & Wells, Stock-
brokers, at their State-Lottery Offices, No. 103,
Cornhill, and No. 36. Cheapside. London, 177[?].
                                                                       £ 285
Ticket, 175mm x 205mm, printed and filled in manuscript on
recto only, some evidence of folding and a couple of marks,
otherwise in good original state, tipped on to later album leaf. 

Rare survival of an original lottery ticket, sadly drawn
blank for the lady gambler.
The lottery in question was run by William Nicholson
and Benjamin Wells of Cornhill London, Stock Brokers
and Lottery Office keepers. Their close proximity to the
City and Bank of England meant, like many traders, they
were very well connected and adept at making money,
indeed, the foot of the present ticket states: ‘Bank, India,
and South Sea Stocks with their several annuities, and all
sorts of government securities, bought and sold by
commission’.

MAID WRONGLY ACCUSED

59 [MAID]. THE MAID AND THE MAGPIE, or, the real Thief detected. An Entertaining Tale.
Founded upon a well-known fact an Amiable Girl who was sentenced to suffer upon strong circumstantial
Evidence of stealing various Articles of Plate, which were afterwards found to have been stolen by a
Magpie. London, printed and published by R. Harrild. [n.d., c. 1815]. £ 385

FIRST EDITION THUS. 12mo, pp. 29 [ie. 28, final two pages misnumbered]; with hand-coloured frontispiece and hand-
coloured engraved vignette to title; some light marking and occasional staining; small stain to the frontispiece; in later decorative paper
wrappers, lightly rubbed to extremities, else very good.

First edition under this title of this
entertaining tale, with charming
hand coloured frontispiece and title.
‘This dramatic piece, is founded on
a trial in France, of a maid servant,
who was accused of robbing her
master of jewels, &c. to a
considerable amount, and who was
convicted and executed on
PRESUMPTIVE EVIDENCE -
The story, as here related in the
following pages, is a brief narrative
of piece, as first performed in Paris,
under the title of La Pie Voleuse, or
The Magpie Thief; and, since that, at
the Lyceum, under the name of the
The Maid and the Magpie, or Which is
the Thief! with unbounded and
sympathetic applause, by crowded
audiences, who seemed to apply
several parts of the performance to
the case of a late unfortunate female’
(p. 5).
OCLC records two copies, at
Princeton and the Morgan; Copac
lists a similar title, issued by R. Pratt,
around the same time.
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A MYSTERY SOLVED

60 MORIARTY, Henrietta Maria. VIRIDARIUM: Coloured Plates of Greenhouse Plants, with
Linnean Names, and with concise rules for their culture. London: Printed by Dewick & Clarke, Aldergate-
Street, for the Author; and sold by William Earl, No. 47, Albemarle-Street, Piccadilly. 1806. £ 685

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xii, 50 hand coloured aquatint plates, each accompanied with a corresponding leaf of descriptive text;
[4] ‘Index.’; contemporary half calf over marbled boards, rebacked preserving original spine, some chipping to edge.

A delightfully illustrated work that has slightly mystified most chroniclers of gardening history.
The garden historian Dr David Marsh in his blog Avoiding sex with Mrs Moriarty [http’s://
parksandgardensuk.wordpress.com] describes how facts concerning Moriarty’s life have been elusive. She clearly
had ‘connections’, her dedication, after all, is to Lady de Clifford, who also took five copies of the work, and the
subscription list is headed by the Duke of Sussex (2 copies).
Her plan as outlined in the introduction had several hopes: ‘… the very obvious use of correct drawings in public
boarding-schools…those who have the instruction or, I might say, the formation, and even the fashioning of young
minds often find it difficult to obtain representations in this most pleasing branch of natural history.’ although she
avoids teaching ‘young minds’ anything that was to do with sex: ‘I have taken as little notice as possible of the
system of the immortal Linnaeus, and of all the illustrations and comments on it; nay, I have not once named the
fanciful doctor Darwin.’ The plates of the work are mainly copied from Curtis’s Botanical Magazine so it leaves open
the question of why this work came to press. 

The answer to who Moriarty was can actually be found by reading a novel by her published in 1811 under the title
Brighton in an uproar. This is very clearly an autobiographical work in which she uses the nom de plume of ‘Mrs
Mortimer.’ Unfortunately this ‘novel’ also seems to have caused her downfall and imprisonment for slander. This
connection has apparently eluded research so in case anyone wants to delve further into the mystery of Mrs
Moriarty we thought to give at least an outline of her life.
In Brighton in an uproar she relates why Viridarium came to be written: ‘Mrs. Mortimer advertised for two or three
ladies to board with her: she succeeded in procuring one; and the aunt of one of the officers belonging to the corps
in which her husband had served also came to reside with her. Mrs. Forth was a lady of great accomplishments, aid
most pleasing manners: her behaviour to Hubertine and her children was such as rendered her an invaluable friend,
and meeting with such an inmate was a great blessing to Mrs. Mortimer in her present distressed situation. When
her family was settled, she considered how she could turn to her children’s advantage the trifling accomplishments
she possessed. Drawing had always been a favourite occupation with her; and she was advised to publish a botanical
work by subscription. She was averse to this as she knew her abilities were not equal to such a task; but as it was
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expected of her, she immediately set about it, trusting that a generous
public would make allowances when they considered the motive
which induced her to intrude such a publication on them. 

Another strong inducement to publish by subscription was the
ardent desire which she had to liquidate her late husband’s debts; and
in this she succeeded as from her exertion’s she paid them all within
two year’s amounting to the sum of four hundred and eighty
pounds.’ 
So far so good, but reading through the novel and matching this to
various genealogical sites and newspapers we have been able flesh
out something more. Henrietta Maria was christened on the 22
February 1781 at Romsey in Hampshire. She was the daughter of
Major Benjamin Godfrey of the Inniskilling Dragoons and his wife
Henrietta. On the 9th July 1796 she married Matthew Moriarty, Esq.,
of Chatham in Kent and then a Major in the Marines, she would have
been barely 15 at the time of her marriage and presumably this was
through the consent of her now widowed mother. Unfortunately he
was not a good husband, he left a trail of debt and died somewhat
dissolute, and worse leaving his widow and children unprovided for.
In order to clear the debts she wrote Viridarium and latter also two
novels. It is also from her writings that her father had married a
Belgium? Catholic and thus he forfeited his Irish family connections.
As a widow Henrietta was not reconciled to her Irish relatives and
despite trying to make ends meet by writing she was clearly in
financial trouble, worse she seems to have slandered someone and
was committed to the King’s Bench prison in December 1813. Her
occupation as a boarding house keeper, seems slightly desperate and
maybe it is not surprising that she is not acknowledged in print from
this time forth except the sad record contained in the 1841 census
that she was a ward of the Kensington Union Workhouse followed
by her death a year later.
OCLC: Delaware, Cornell, Oak Spring Garden, Wisconsin Madison, NY Botanical Garden & National Tropical
Botanic Garden.

THE TORRID ZONE

61 [MOSAIC PUZZLE]. THE NATURAL HISTORY AND MOSAIC SECTIONAL PUZZLE.
A.N. Myers & Co., 15, Berners Street, Oxford Street, London. [c. 1855]. £ 1,250

Dissecting toy of 48 triangular wooden pieces, backed with green or orange paper to form a pattern game; contained in the original
wooden box [22 x 15 x 3.5 cm.] the sliding lid with an image of of a Tropical scene with appropriate animals, some skilful repairs.

The dissected image includes approximately 100 animals and natives of the Tropics, clearly people of a non-
European origin were still difficult to classify other than as natural history specimens. 
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A printed sheet of names for each of the subject would have originally accompanied this puzzle although the ‘birds
and beasts’ are pretty well all easily identifiable.
Presented in this form the objects would have both a didactic and educational use and so it is found classed in the
Catalogue of the Educational Division of the South Kensington Museum of 1857 under ‘Cabinets and Apparatus and Object
Lessons’ their priced at 4s 6d. 
The underside of the box has two labels, the first with a title ‘A Dissected Puzzle the Productions of the Torrid
Zone Plate VII’ and another gives Myers address details. We have nowhere found any other game for another
region of the Earth, or any catalogue indicating a series, so the ‘VII’ may just refer to one of several dissecting
puzzles, known to have been sold by Myers at this time.

UNAUTHORIZED CHARLIE CHAPLIN TOY

62 [MOVING CINEMA PANORAMA]. OMBRO-CINÉMA. Saussine Ed. Paris. [c. 1925]. £ 2,000
Model cinema housed in a cardboard box with wooden frame, [328 x 455 x 85 mm.] The actual toy within it measures [300 x 430
x 65 mm], and consists of a cardboard ‘proscenium’ and ‘backstage’; the silhouette strip (‘film’) in the backstage rolls from left to right,
from the first wooden roller rotated by a spring driven musical box in the top left corner of the ‘backstage’ to the second roller with a
metal key; the rollers are firmly held in place by metal clips when in motion; this copy of the toy is equipped with two silhouette strips:
N° 1. Scènes des rues (Street scenes); and N° 7. Au cirque (At the circus); Chromolithograph, except ‘films’ which are stencilled
printed on transparent paper;a very good example.

The design of the label on the box-lid consists of the title above the ‘arch’, Fatty Arbuckle, but more probably
Charles Prince’s ‘Rigadinon’, on the left, a slouching Charlie Chaplin in chequered trousers on the right; also
carpeted stairs below which lead up to the cinema ‘screen’. On the ‘screen’ area a boy who hangs onto the back of a
landau is horse-whipped by the coachman, and at the foot the legend: ‘Médaille d’or Concours l’épine. Déposé
Breveté S.G.D.G.’ 

The ‘proscenium’ design repeats that on the box-lid label with an attached celluloid screen upon which has are
printed silhouette railings and lampposts. Winding the musical movement or turning the winder causes the
silhouette strip to move behind the celluloid screen with the interference patterns that are generated creates the
illusion of movement. 
The toy and games maker Saussine were established in 1860 by Léon Saussine after he had acquired the prolific
children’s bookseller and publishers Hugues-Marie Duru, at the rue du Cloitre Saint-Jacques in Paris. Saussine
developed the business making board games, card games and puzzles but also began producing shadow theatres
under the mark ‘LS edit Paris’. Like most such enterprises Saussine thought up ideas for his wares and employed
various specialist manufacturers in France, Belgium and Germany to construct them. After Léon’s death in 1896 his
widow continued to run the business until her sons George and Maurice were able in their turn to take over the
reigns in 1916. They were then succeeded by a grandson of the founder in 1944, the company continued to supply
the marketplace until around 1964.
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THE LAST DAYS OF THE STAGECOACH

63 NEWHOUSE, Charles B. THE ROADSTERS ALBUM. London: Published by Messrs. Fores,
41, Piccadilly, corner of Sackville St. Jany 2nd, 1845 1845. £ 4,500

Folio, hand-coloured aquatint title and 16 plates plates; original green cloth, upper cover blocked in blind and gilt lettered, rebacked
preserving original spine; bookplate of Hawkesyard Priory.

This delightful work was doubtless conceived during the last days of the stagecoach. Although the railway was
reaching a zenith of speculation at the time, this work was published in 1845, no inkling of modernity intrudes into
the plates.
The watercolourist Charles B. Newhouse (1805-1877) ingeniously illustrates the excitement of nineteenth century
stagecoach travel through the English countryside, not sparing us with all sorts of accidents and mishaps. 
Abbey, Life 407.

WITH UNRECORDED VARIANTS

64 [NICHOL, Mary]. BRITISH INSTITUTION
FOR PROMOTING THE FINE ARTS IN THE
UNITED KINGDOM… Catalogue of the Works of
British Artists, [1806-1822, 1824, 1830, 1834, 1838].
London: Printed by W. Bulmer and Co., 1806 [-1838].
                                                                        £ 1,500
21 catalogues and several circulars in one volume, 4to, many
inscribed ‘Mary Nicol’ on title in manuscript [see below];
contemporary half calf, spine replaced with the gilt stamp of the
‘Society of Writers of the Signet’ on both covers.

An unusual run of the British Institution Annual
Exhibition and Old Master’s Exhibition catalogues
including a number of unrecorded editions from their
founding in 1806. 
The collection was brought together by the print collector
Mary Nicol (1747-1820). As a daughter of John Boydell,
originator of Boydell Shakespeare Gallery in Pall Mall, and
the wife of the bookseller and publisher George Nicol
(1740?–1828) Mary was well placed to see the development
of the Institution. Boydell’s Shakespeare Gallery was to
become the home of the British Institution so there may
have been some filial connection and the reason why she
carefully preserved catalogues and circulars. 
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Unusually both Mary and her husband were individually listed as subscribers to the Institution at three guineas
apiece however she also seems to have kept the variants and separate editions of the catalogues that to our
knowledge are not otherwise recorded.

In 1813 The Catalogue of Pictures by the Late Sir Joshua Reynolds was published, which is here preserved by Mary in four
distinct editions, each with some rearrangement or additions to the catalogue. At the head of these is written in
pencil a descriptive note ‘variations and additional pictures’ ‘The Fifth Part and Fourth Catalogue of the late Sir J.
Reynold’s Works with additional pictures.’ It is quite possible that George Nicol concerned himself with the
printing of the various catalogues and Mary kept some account of them - perhaps even acting in some capacity as
proof reader?
The collection came into the hands of the great Scottish antiquary and collector Charles Kirkpatrick Sharpe, (1781–
1851), who leaves the note ‘This vol: belonged to Mrs Nicol, the dr. of Alderman Boydell - her husband had some
skill in books; and was much engaged in adding to the Royal Library - afterwards presented to the British Museum.’ 
A full list of the catalogues can be provided on request.

TWO BY TWO

65 [NOAH’S ARK - MOVING PANORAMA TOY]. L’ARCHE DE NOÉ Paris, Saussine-Editeur.
[n.d., c. 1890-1900]. £ 1,750

The panorama is printed on tracing paper and measures
approximately [180 x 2610 mm,] consisting of five sheets
conjoined, the first and last sheet being blank, and rolling from
right to left with winding mechanism consists of two cranks
projecting through the backstage that directly connects to the two
rollers; together with single sheet of silhouettes, several animals
already cut out and included as part of the 23 loosely inserted
animals facing in both directions, and equipped with two wire rods
for manipulating the animals behind the blank sheets on the
panorama during performance; housed in original box made of
wood, measuring [270 x 350 x 43 mm], box lid showing a group
of animals, with Noah’s Ark in the background, and title above.

Rare French shadow theatre, in remarkable original
condition, depicting the animals entering Noah’s Ark,
two by two.
The animals on the panorama advance from right to left,
and are identified across the bottom as follows : ‘Cerf’,
‘Chevreuils’, ‘Chamois’, ‘Ours’, ‘Ourse’, ‘Hyènes’,
‘Lamas’, ‘Chacals’, ‘Éléphants’, ‘Rhinocéros’, ‘Boef’,
‘Vache’, ‘Poneys’, ‘Porc truie’, ‘Yacks’, ‘Antilopes’,
‘Gazelles’, ‘Girafes’, ‘Zébres’, ‘Âne’, ‘Ânesse’,
‘Dromadaires’, ‘Cheval’, ‘Jument’, ‘Bisons’, ‘Buffles’,
‘Mouton’, ‘Brebis’, ‘Loup’, ‘Louve’, ‘Austruches’,
‘Canards’, ‘Adjudants’, ‘Oies’, ‘Flamants’, ‘Grues’, ‘Lion’,
‘Lionne’, ‘Tigre’, ‘Tigresse’, ‘Jaguars’, ‘Tapirs’,
‘Hippopotames’. The procession concludes with a
monkey holding a scroll on which is inscribed ‘Bonsoir’. 
The proscenium front label design consists of a lyre and
comedy and tragedy masks, this element being
supported on either side by a winged female figure
wearing a laurel crown, curtains appearing on either side
and in the pit an orchestra plays, the conductor’s music
headed ‘Faust’.

THE PERILS OF CRINOLINE

66 [ONWHYN, Thomas]. MRS CAUDLE CRINOLINE. [cover title]. London, Rock Brothers &
Payne, Oct. 20th, 1858. £ 650

Hand-coloured etched panorama consisting of twelve illustrations and measuring [14.5 x 180 cm.]; one fold skilfully repaired folding
and bound between glazed red covers, the upper cover illustrated; with blue cloth spine, with the booklabel of Anne Rennier and F.G.
Renier.

The design of the upper cover consists of the title and the imprint, also an illustration showing Mrs Caudle, putting
on crinoline. The panorama follows the couple, and Mr Caudle’s initial belief that the contraption is ‘Quite
Ridiculous’ being confirmed when the couple try to go about their daily life. Various situations are used as props to
the story, including walking hand-in-hand with one’s children, sitting, taking a carriage, getting into an omnibus, the 
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crinoline taking up all the sweepings from the street and the negotiation of doors and stairs. Eventually the couple
are reconciled when Mrs Caudle gives up the fashion so they can again be ‘Nearer & Dearer.’
Mrs Caudle was a figure of fun invented by Douglas Jerrold in 1845 that had her as a ‘cantankerous, whining old
busybody’. She would frequently appear as a stock figure of fun in would feature in Punch for many years, however
Onwhyn ends his adaptation happily, unlike Jerrold’s original on which it is based.
Abbey, Life, 606.

THE CAROLINE AFFAIR

67 [OPTICAL PRINT - NIAGARA FALLS]. MORGAN’S IMPROVED PROTEAN SCENERY.
NO. 7. The Great Fall of Niagara. This print at first represents the Great Fall of Niagara by day, and when
holding it before the light, it will present to your view the American Steamer, Caroline, on fire, as it
appeared a few seconds before it was launched into the awful abyss, on the night of the 29th of Decr,
1837. London: Published Feby. 24th, 1838, by W. Morgan, 25, Bartlett’s Buildings, Holborn Hill. [1838].

£ 750
Mounted hand-coloured lithographic transformational print (transforming when held to a strong light), with printed mounted label
mounted beneath, as usual. 

Rare Morgan protean view of Niagara falls, transforming under strong light to reveal the American steamship
Caroline about to plummet over the falls, a notorious event which resulted in a diplomatic crisis.

‘The Caroline affair was a diplomatic crisis beginning in 1837 involving the United States, Britain, and the Canadian
independence movement. It began in 1837 when William Lyon Mackenzie and other Canadian rebels, commanding
the ship Caroline, fled to an island in the Niagara River, with support from nearby American citizens. British forces
then boarded the ship, killed an American crew member in the fighting, and then burned the ship and sent it over
Niagara Falls.
This action outraged the United States. In retaliations, a group of American and Canadian raiders attacked a British
ship and destroyed it. There were several other attacks in 1838 between the British and Americans. The diplomatic
crisis was defused by the negotiations that led to the Webster-Ashburton Treaty in 1842, where both the Americans
and British admitted to wrongdoing.
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In the aftermath, the incident led to the legal principle of the Caroline test. The principle states that the necessity for
pre-emptive self-defence must be “instant, overwhelming, and leaving no choice of means, and no moment for
deliberation”, as formulated by Daniel Webster in his response to British claims that they attacked the Caroline in
self-defence. The Caroline test remains accepted as part of international law today’ (Wikipedia)
It is interesting to note that present protean view demonstrates how quickly Morgan cashed in on the disaster, less
than two months after the event.

ADVENT OF CINEMA

68 [OPTICAL TOY]. TOOVER-SCHIJF. … Amsterdam: A[braham] van Emden [August, 1833].
£ 3,850

18 double-sided hand coloured lithograph discs, [each 17.5 cm. in diam.]; 2 cutaway discs, one with with an instruction label to one
side. contained marbled paper covered box [24 x24 x 3.5cm] the upper side of the lid with descriptive letterpress, (see note below).

A fine example of this toy, one of the most important optical precursors to early cinema.
In the August 1833 Abraham van Emden manufactured his Toover-schijf [magic or enchanted disks], one of
earliest hand-held variation of the phenakistoscope to be issued, after the success of Trentsensky & Vieweg and
Ackerman examples produced a few months earlier. According to van Emden’s descriptive letterpress ‘one will be
surprised by the floating enchantment, bringing to the eye of the beholders, the alternating movement of the
figures.’ On most, there are figurative images on one side and geometric on the other, with a separate sequence
around the centre hole. The discs with this copy have a complete array of figures and geometric designs adapted to
produce the illusion of movement.
The invention of the Fantascope was due to Joseph Plateau of Ghent (1801-1883), however it was to a lecture given
by Michael Faraday in February 1831 at the Royal Institute that became the real catalyst to Plateau’s work. Faraday
demonstrated that a disc constructed with sixteen slits and sixteen intermediate sections with sixteen identical
drawings on the verso of the intermediate sections when viewed, whilst the disk was spinning, through the slits to
the reflected image in a mirror the image gave the illusion of being stationary. It was to Plateau who then had the
imagination to give each image a slight variation and to whom the honour of discovering the optical effect of a
moving image is due.
Curiously nobody, even Plateau himself, had any thought to put a name to the effect and so treated it more as a
scientific curiosity than an idea that could be developed into a commercial product. In the event several
manufacturers each produced an example as toys and gave it their own competing names of Fantascope,
Phenakisticope, Phenakistiscope, Plateau preferring this latter name himself . Very soon there was to be a sudden
rush by various manufactures to exploit the illusion.
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This particular copy includes 9 discs, a blank with cutouts, and the handle produced by van Emden but housed with
a further 9 discs and another blank with cutouts produced in Amsterdam a month later in September 1833. The box
is large enough to contain both sets of discs and we believe the combination was a deliberate ploy by an unnamed
retailer to increase both the quantity of discs and have some edge on their competitors, although in truth the extra
discs are not quite of the same quality as van Emdne’s work.

THE IRON DUKE ON AND OFF THE BATTLEFIELD

69 [OPTICAL - WELLINGTON]. SPOONER’S TRANSFORMATIONS, NO. 6. The Duke of
Wellington Changing to the Battle of Waterloo. London: William Spooner, 377 Strand. June 1st 1838.

£ 300
Mounted hand-coloured lithographic transformational print 280 × 230 mm (transforming when held to a strong light), with lithograph
mounted label mounted beneath, as usual, a few minor tears or scratches to lithography (not affecting image or transformation), mount a
little spotted. in contemporary sheep, a lightly rubbed to extremities; a very good copy.

When held up to strong light the Duke of Wellington on horseback in a tranquil landscape transforms to a battle
scene at Waterloo.

LIKELY PRODUCED TO SATISFY THE DESIRES OF WESTERN MALES

70 [PANORAMA - ISLAND OF WOMEN]. NYOGOGASHIMA. [Island of Women]. [Japan, n.d.,
c. 1890?]. £ 2,750

Hand scroll measuring 290 x 3750mm, watercolour on linen, backed with paper, with a wooden strip at the right end, and a bone
roller at the left end, when wound up a cord holds it together, some soiling and creasing, but still a very good example. 

Scarce panorama illustrating the Nygogashima story, that had originated in the Japanese medieval period but was
also a prevalent fantasy running many other literary periods. 
The scroll, from right to left, is divided into ten distinct scenes. Scene 1: Two men on the shore notice a third man
who is about to take his boat
out to sea; Scene 2: The three
men have taken the boat out to
sea and are fishing with rods.
The sun is rising, or perhaps
setting; Scene 3: In the night
there is a dreadful storm. White
paint has been flicked at the
scene to heighten the reality;
Scene 4: The sea is becalmed.
Five young women on the shore
attract the attention of the three
men in their boat. The women
are in a state of great
excitement; Scene 5: The three
anglers kneel in a row,
exhibiting their erect penises.
They are all remarkably well-
endowed. Three young women
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are impressed. This scene, and all the following scenes, are within, or looking from, a luxurious building; Scene 6:
One of the men makes love to one of the women (queen of the island) who is only partially undressed; Scene 7: An
orgy ensues. Two of the men seek to satisfy four of the young women simultaneously; Scene 8: The orgy is over, for
the women too soon. One woman holds an exhausted man. She weeps. A second exhausted man is tended by three
young women. One of them revives him with a cup of tea. The third man receives attention from a wise old woman
who holds his limp, yet still huge, penis. He is also attended by a young weeping woman who is fully dressed, and
who offers him medicine; Scene 9: A night scene. Five naked women run along the shore. Four of them wave their
arms in distress, the fifth weeps; Scene 10: A continuation of the previous scene. The three anglers, only half
dressed, make their escape, running across the sand and leaping into their boat. The moon shines in the sky.
For the present hand scroll the narrative has been much simplified. It is likely it was produced in multiple copies in
a studio that existed to satisfy the tastes of Western males, and not designed for the domestic market. Printed
versions of the scroll were published later. The British Museum’s Japanese Department has a more carefully
finished version, a product surely of the same studio. In that version there is a strange shaped rock in the scene
where the anglers arrive on the island; to the left of the scene where the queen partakes in love there is a phallic
shrine; and in the orgy scene thirteen characters are energetically engaged rather than six.
Originally the scroll would have had a silk cover, but this has been almost entirely worn away. Nevertheless, still an
appealing and rare item.

MRS.  FITZHERBERT OGLING JOHN WILKES

71 [PANORAMA - SOCIETY LADIES]. [GILLRAY, John]. THE INSTALLATION - SUPPER,
as given at the Pantheon, by the Knights of the Bath on the 26th of May 1788. [James Gillray del.]
Published June 4th 1788, by S.W. Fores, No. 3, Piccadilly [London]. 1788. £ 2,750

ROLLED PANORAMA. Hand coloured etching, measuring 280mm x 2110mm, consisting of four sheets conjoined, backed with cloth,
with names of those attending the supper added in ink and pencil in a contemporary hand, titled ‘Celebrities of 1788 caricatured’ in ink
on verso; lightly soiled and with some creasing, but still a very appealing example.

Fabulous panorama depicting celebrities of the day at the Installation-Supper as given at the Pantheon, eating, drinking
and flirting, particularly desirable for showing the various society ladies. 

‘A fantastic representation of the supper at the ball given by the eleven Knights of the Bath installed on 19 May in
Westminster Abbey. Full accounts appeared in the newspapers, and the scene depicted appears intended for ‘the
Prince of Wales, Duke of York, and a select party of their friends’ who ‘supped privately in the cotillon room’
(‘London Chronicle’, 27 May 1788). The guests sit on each side of a long narrow table, scantily provided with food,
the bench on the near side of the table showing legs and feet in characteristic attitudes. The design, long as it is,
shows only a section of the table, the ends not appearing’ (see http://www.britishmuseum.org). 
Ladies attending include ‘Mrs. Hastings’, ‘Miss Jeffery’, ‘Lady Buckinghamshire’, and ‘Lady Salisbury’. Also depicted
is Maria Fitzherbert (1756-1837), long-time companion of the future George IV, who is seen ogling the English
radical, journalist, and politician, John Wilkes (1727-1797). A few of the people identified are not identified by
Dorothy George in ‘Catalogue of Political and Personal Satires in the British Museum’, VI, 1938, (e.g. Sir W.
Hamilton), or are identified differently.
BM Satires 7330. 
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AN EARLY CIRCLE LINE

72 PARSONS, Perceval Moses. PROPOSED LONDON RAILWAY, to afford Direct Railway
communication between the City and Westminster, and all the western suburbs: including Pimlico,
Chelsea, Knightsbridge, Brompton, Kensington, Hammersmith, Bayswater, Notting Hill, Shepherd’s
Bush, Turnham Green, Chiswick, Brentford, Kew, etc., and to unite the whole of the existing
Metropolitan railways both north and south of the Thames, and provide them with a general central
station. London: W.S. Johnson 1853. £ 950

FIRST AND ONLY EDITION. 8vo, pp. 29, [1]; two very large and folding lithograph plans, hand coloured, and mounted on
linen (rather soiled); original scarlet cloth, joints skilfully repaired.

By the 1850’s most of the mainline London termini had been opened so it was a logical step that Parsons should
put forward his plan to link them together. 
His proposed line ran from a junction with the LSWR at Brentford via Chiswick, Hammersmith, Brompton,
Westminster and so on, throwing out branches as it went on to connect with the trunk lines coming into London,
including one across the river at Chelsea Reach, to make a further connection with the LSWR. Just upstream of
Hungerford Bridge there was to be a large central terminus, partly built on an embankment and with a main
frontage, 800 feet in length, in Great Scotland Yard, behind Northumberland House.

From Brompton Road the line was to be carried on a masonry viaduct, which would house handsome shops and
‘with a little architectural decoration, would form a handsome arcade’. The part that crossed Great George Street
and Parliament Street, because of its proximity to Westminster Abbey, was to be of ‘an ornamental gothic design’ in
iron and from the terminus eastward the viaduct, now of iron girder construction on cast-iron piers, would stand
offshore in the river. The river crossing would also be built in this way but with big spans of 250 feet.
In the book Parsons describes his railway, including an estimate of costs. It is accompanied by two fine maps, one
showing the proposed route and the other showing the site of the terminus and the ample scale of its layout.
Parsons succeeded in interesting no less an engineer than Robert Stephenson and, according to his Institute of Civil
Engineers obituary, the scheme appeared promising but was hindered by the Crimean War, after which other
proposals ‘of less wide pretensions’ were regarded more favourably. The obituary notes of Parsons himself that he
was ‘a sufferer from the almost universal delusion of clever inventors, namely, the idea that if they can do anything
which is of great public benefit, the authorities will patronize and reward them [!]’.
OCLC records four copies worldwide, three in the UK at Cambridge, Senate House, NLS and, with one further
copy in the US, at Stanford.
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TECHNICOLOR DEEDS 
OF BRAVERY

73 PAYNE, Harry. THE
HEROES OF THE VICTORIA
CROSS Twelve Reliefs Portraying
deeds of Daring Valour.
Performed by Britain’s Soldiers
from the Crimean War To the
Present Day. published in
Commemoration of the Jubilee of
Queen Victoria. Painted by Harry
Payne. [London, n.d. but 1887].
                                            £ 225
A series of twelve large decorative
chromolithograph and embossed scraps 120
× 155 mm.; in slipcase formed from
original wrapper.

The series depicts in glorious
Technicolor deeds of twelve events
leading to the awarding of the
Victoria Cross during the Crimea
War, India Mutiny, Afghan War,
Transvaal War and the Battle of Teb.

MORE IMAGINATION THAN FACT

74 [PEEPSHOW]. AN AUTHENTIC VIEW OF THE GREAT INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION
PALACE OF 1851. [German], ‘G.&W.’, 1851. £ 1,250

Hand-coloured lithograph concertina-folding peepshow, with four cut-out sections, the front-face [155 × 190 mm], which forms lid of
cardboard box containing peepshow, heightened with gum arabic, extends, by paper bellows to approximately 360 mm (box-sides
replaced). 

The front-face of this uncommon German peepshow carries a view of the exterior of the Great Exhibition building
surrounded by floral decoration. Beneath the image are two winged figures elevating a crown over a wreath
containing the letters ‘G.&W.’ Through the circular peephole is seen the inside of the the building with visitors and
exhibits. It is an extremely crowded and claustrophobic scene with a curious abundance of elaborate chandeliers
that must surely be the product of the German maker’s imagination.
Printed label affixed to the back ‘The Civet Cat, 23, Victoria Road, Pimlico, J. Cole, Combs, Brushes, Perfumery,
Toys, Baskets, China, Cabinet Work, Cutlery, Wholesale & Retail’. 
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A BUCOLIC SCENE

75 [PEEPSHOWS]. TELEORAMA. [Heinrich
Friedrich Müller]. [c. 1822-1824?]. £ 1,500

Concertina-folding peepshow with six cut-out sections, front-face measures
118 x 150 mm, peepshow extends, by paper bellows (top and bottom), to
approximately 655 mm; housed in a modern facsimile slip-case, with title-
label reading: ‘Teleorama. No. 1.’A delightful peepshow joining a
bucolic foreground and country house background.
Front-face consists of a tree beside a stream or pond. Beneath its
branches appears the title and an oval peephole. Above the
peephole appears the word ‘Teleorama’. Beneath it some white
paper has been pasted, possibly to cover the original maker’s
imprint. The first cut-out consists of a shepherd, female
companion, dog, and flock of sheep; the second a cow feeding
her calf; the third a woman and a donkey who chance upon a boy
sleeping on the verge of the road; the fourth a woman conversing
with a man over a wall; the fifth visitors strolling in an area
occupied by statues on high plinths; and the sixth people strolling
round a fountain. The back-board consists of a view of the large
country house with a stream and bridge.
Gestetner-Hyde 1; see Der Guckkasten, p. 68).

CALIFORNIAN BUSINESS WOMEN

76 PETERSON, Mae. ARCHIVE OF MATERIAL RELATING TO THE ALAMEDA BUSINESS
AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN’S CLUBS. California, c. [c.1934-36]. £ 650

ORIGINAL SCRAPBOOK. Including letters, copies of the local journal The Scroll and the Californian Woman invitation
cards, circulars, programs, menus, lapel badges, tickets and other ephemera; tied together in a contemporary leaf album, some leaves loose,
and with chipping to edges where original card has become brittle; nevertheless an appealing item. 

An interesting album capturing the enthusiasm of a branch member of the Business and Professional Woman’s
Club in Alameda, California.
During the 1930’s the Business and Professional Woman’s Clubs [BPW] was working hard to prohibit legislation or
directives denying jobs to married women. They lobbied successfully to legislatively end the legal practice of
workplace preference for unmarried persons and, in the case of married persons, preference for males. The
Alameda branch was one of hundreds of similar nationwide organizations that met up for lectures, dinners, concerts
and general motivational gatherings. 

The Alameda branch was founded in 1926/27 although we are uncertain of its activities in this period. As the
official journal of the BPW for California only started to print its journal California Woman in 1933 it follows that the
run of copies included in the album of The Scroll the official publication of the Alameda branch, here run off on a
duplicating machine, could only have appeared not long before Mae began her album. 
Mae of Charlotta May Peterson was born in Nevada to Canadian parents in 1879 although her birth year became a
movable feast and is generally recorded as 1884. Her husband was Carl Peterson who was born in Sweden in 1869
and came to the USA in 1889 and probably marries Mae in 1909. We have no inkling of their professions although
we do know Mae and Carl had two daughters Anita and Dorothy. Their is some evidence Mae died in 1940’s
although we are not absolutely certain of this. The only item in the album not connected to the BPW is a newspaper
clipping on the death of H.G. Coykendall a former head of the Prune Growers Association which could point to a
family connection or more likely former employer as fruit growing was a staple industry of Alameda County before
the eventual suburbanisation later in the century.
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VARIATION ON A CINEMATIC THEME

77 [PHENAKISTOSCOPE]. GRAMOPHONE - CINEMA. (The Kinephone) London: Hastings
Patents Co. 121-123 Wilton Rd. [Circa 1926]. £ 425

Complete with 5 printed discs [16.5 cm diam]; slatted zoetrope wheeled mount and and metal extenuation; contained in the original box
[18 x18 x 4cm]; the lid with a pictorial representation and instructions on how to use the ‘Kinephone’.

The five discs show moving images of Charlie Chaplin; Korky the Cat; a magician removing his head; a girl skipping
and a girl feeding chickens.

FACE SAVING GAME

78 [PHYSIOGNOMY GAME]. JEU D’OVIDE OU DE MÉTAMORPHOSES French: circa 1923].
£ 2,500

A mechanical game manipulated by nine pairs of button which pull along printed linen strips; also a small envelope containing 7 cut out
hats, instructions and tracing papers to preserve physiognomies; contained in original marbled paper box [400 × 180 ×80 mm];
instruction pasted on the underside of lid and with a printed decorative label on the upper surface.
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Phrenology, Physiognomy and Anthropometry were all favourite pastimes and science of the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries and are here converted into a delightful entertainment.
The operator is able to change hair, brow, eye, nose, upper lip, lower lip, chin and the profile of the back of the
head to innumerable combinations. Clearly this was a rather upmarket and sophisticated item that due to it’s
inherent fragility of the mechanism was not likely to survive without strict parental supervision.

CAPITALIZING ON THE GREAT EXHIBITION

79 [POLYORAMA]. POLYORAMA PANOPTIQUE. [Paris], Brevet d’Invention S[ans] G[arant]he
du Gouvt. n.d. [c. 1851]. £ 2,000

40 hand-coloured lithograph views (two damaged) on frames, pierced and cut as appropriate,[each measuring 9.8 x 14.5 overall (image
size 8.4 x 13.2 cm.)]; The Polyorama with concertina bellows-fronted viewer measuring [16 x 13 x 12cm] with folding wooden slide,
shaped surround to lens and turned knob for extending bellows.

The smaller size of polyorama was immensely popular for a brief period from around 1850.
Pierre Henri Amand Lefort register Polyorama Panoptique on February 21, 1849 and copies in various sizes were
quickly put on sale. This copy can be dated to 1851 as it has the views of the Crystal Palace and the Houses of
Parliament without the final design for the clock tower for housing ‘Big Ben.’
Lefort’s invention used hand-coloured lithograph views printed on semitransparent paper to which was glued, on
the verso, another sheet of coloured paper that was partly pieced. This allowed the Polyorama Panoptique images to be
viewed with light falling on the front of the image by the operation of a lifting a flap on the top of the box, or on
closing this flap and opening another flap behind the image change the slides to a night-time scene. With a little
dexterity the image could show the transforms of day into night and back again. 
The views comprising of such subjects as La Place Vendome, La Rue de Rivoli, Champs Elysée, Arc de Triomphe,
Parc de St. Cloud, (Lorlay-La Pfalz, Le Chateau de Chambord, Le Havre, Canal de Canton, Fête des Lanternes, Ems
et les 4 Tours, Stolzenfels- Johannisberg, Coblence-Ehrenbreitstein, Salon de Jeux à Ems, Nonnenwerth, and
Temple Bar, the Thames, Windsor Palace, the Crystal Palace et al.

FRENCH AND ALGERIAN COMBATANTS

80 [PRISONER OF WAR GAME]. LE JEU DES PRISONNIERS DE GUERRE, Problem
Militaire. Paris: Chez les Marchands de Nouveautés [c. 1830]. £ 4,500

The fort of 21 hand coloured lithograph pieces including:- a central circular keep with two towers with a red flag; 2 larger watch towers
and 2 bartizans; a central rampart with drawbridge; a secondary rampart with watchtowers; also another drawbridge; and 12 further
piece of outer defences including two with crenellations; 30 hand coloured soldiers; fourteen in Arabic uniforms and fourteen in French
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uniforms (three in facsimile); contained in the original box [31 x 24 x 5 cm] the upper side with a hand coloured lithograph depicting
the castle and ramparts; the edge of the box decorated with green and gold patterned paper.

The game reflects the French conquest of Algeria that was to reach a decisive turning point with the seizure of
Algiers in 1830.

Consisting of 30 playing pieces of 15 Ottoman and 15 French soldiers the rules are somewhat opaque and
complicated; a short verse is memorised by each player, the verse has a set number vowels corresponding to the
number of soldiers. Each player taking their turn in spelling out the verses but who ever falls on the 9th turn and
fails to identify a vowel with the corresponding number of soldiers looses a soldier as a prisoner, whoever
remembers the vowel correctly releases a prisoner of their choice. Whoever manages to collect the highest number
of soldiers of one side and consign the enemy to the fort wins the game. The rules are almost too complicated and
the fort and soldiers were almost certainly likely played
as a straight forward toy.
The uniforms of the playing pieces all conform to the
style of army under the Bourbon Restoration that
lasted from the fall of Napoleon to the July
Revolution of 1830. However the game may be
slightly later as a month after the conquest the
Bourbons fell and were replaced by Louis Philip.
Army uniforms gradually changed and the game may
represent something of a transitional period. 
The fort included with the toy is clearly European in
style. From 1830 the Code de l’Indigénat was put into
force and any Algerian prisoners were subject to
administrative internment. Several forts along the
Mediterranean were pressed into service with the Île
Sainte-Marguerit of ‘Man in the Iron Mask’ the chief
holding point for prisoners.
The war with Algeria lasted through to the 1850’s and
was a source of conflict until the late in the 20th
century. 
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LONDON BUSINESSMEN CARICATURISED

81 [PROSPERI, Liborio]. ‘LIB’. CATALOGUE OF ORIGINAL CARICATURES by “Lib”.
Exhibiting at 24 Mincing Lane, December 1st to 18th, 1884. Which will be sold by auction … at the
London Commercial Salerooms. London: Published by E. I. Billing, [1884]. £ 650

8vo, pp. [20] including printed wrappers; 102 caricature portraits, six to a page, printed on grey blue paper, the subjects (mostly)
identified in pencil beneath each image; bound in later moire grain blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt.

Clearly the artists own copy, tricked out with all the brokers names, and, just as important to him, prices that each
of the portraits fetched at the auction. Mincing Lane, where the pre-sale exhibition was held, was then a centre of
the tea brokerage, although the brokers that form the subjects of Lib’s satirical brush seem to be from every field of
business.
The press notices at the beginning of the work describe Prosperi as a ‘wicked caricaturist, who has followed the
brokers into their own familiar haunts, and caught their airs and graces, their poses and peculiarities, with an
alarming degree of faithfulness.’ Prices when auctioned off chiefly came in at 25/- 35/- 40/- and 50/- but then
quite a few were reaching four and five guineas with the last lot for a broker named R.W. Dalton making £10. The
auction was timed to take place after deals had been concluded by the brokers on the Friday before Christmas, a
time when the years business had been wrapped up - a clever ploy!
No doubt some high prices were run up by business rivals joshing with some of their colleagues. That we have been
unable to discover a single one of these caricatures in any public collection may indicate that the originals were
sharp enough for brokers to try and conceal their usurped physiognomy. Another press notice printed in the
catalogue suggests that the caricaturists who illustrated Vanity Fair had a rival, and indeed Prosperi from 1885
became one artist for this famous journal.
Rare, apparently unrecorded.

FROM PAINTER TO CICERONE

82 [RUSSEL, James]. LETTERS FROM A YOUNG PAINTER ABROAD TO HIS FRIENDS IN
ENGLAND … London: Printed for W. Russel, at Horace’s Head without Temple-Bar. MDCCXLVIII.
1748. £ 550

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, viii, 283, [5] ‘Index’; 5 engraved plates including 4 hand-coloured; contemporary sprinkled calf, rebacked
to style with red morocco label; armorial bookplate of Sir John Ingilby, Bart.

The artist and antiquary James Russel lived in Rome from 1740 and at one time he was among the foremost
ciceroni in Italy with patrons including Richard Mead and Edward Holdsworth.
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He has not really achieved as much research as his contemporaries, but the work gives very good idea of the British
in Italy during the heyday of the Grand Tour. 
‘The son of a clergyman who taught
at Westminster School, London, he
travelled to Italy, arriving in Rome
in January 1740. There he entered
the studio of Francesco Imperiali.
Russel’s only extant painting is a
competent conversation piece,
William Drake, Dr Townson and
Edward Holdsworth (1744).
Although he made copies of Old
Masters for British tourists in
Rome, his only other recorded
original work was a portrait of
Cardinal York (1749; untraced) - an
indication of his Jacobite
sympathies, since the Cardinal was
Henry Benedict, brother of Charles
Edward Stuart, the exiled Young
Pretender to the British throne.
‘Russel’s Letters from a Young Painter
Abroad to his Friends in England,
published anonymously in 1748,
helped expand his career from
painter to cicerone and agent for
British visitors in Rome. In 1751 he
was commissioning works from Richard Wilson, Thomas Patch and William Chambers for Ralph Howard, later
Viscount Wicklow (1724–86). In 1753 he was negotiating commissions for Anthony Langley Swymmer (?1724–60)
from Anton Raphael Mengs, and five years later he was protecting the interests of Giovanni Battista Piranesi,
during negotiations with James Caulfeild, 1st Earl of Charlemont, and Charlemont’s agent, John Parker (fl 1756–
85). Shortly before his death Russel became a friend of Nathaniel Dance and George Dance (ii), who together
introduced him to a wider circle of clients. In February 1769 Russel’s small but distinguished collection of paintings
was auctioned in London.’ [Grove Art online]
A further series of Russel’s Letters were issued 1750.
Ingamells, pp. 830-32; a critical edition of the surviving manuscript was published by the Walpole Society, Vol. 74
(2012). pp. 61-164.

BRAVE OR FOOLHARDY 

83 SCHETSKY, John Christian. A SERIES OF FOUR SKETCHES, ILLUSTRATIVE OF
VARIOUS SITUATIONS OF HIS MAJESTY’S SHIP PIQUE, on Her Homeward Voyage, From the
Moment of Her Coming Off the Rocks on the Coast of Labrador, Until Her Being Docked at
Portsmouth, in October, 1835: Drawn on Stone by J.C. Schetky, Marine Painter to His Majesty and the
Royal Yacht Squadron, and dedicated (by permission) to the Captain The Honourable H.J. Rous, and the
late Officers, Seamen, and Marines of the Frigate. Portsea: Trives & Maynard 1835. £ 1,850

FIRST EDITION. Oblong folio, [43 x 28 cm] pp. [2]; and 4 lithograph plates; later half calf over marbled boards, preserving the
original printed wrapper. inscribed ‘C.W. Bonham, Midshipman 1835.’

A scarce work illustrating the brave, or foolhardy, voyage of the Frigate Pique as it struggled across the Atlantic,
with no keel, rudderless and taking in water at an alarming rate.
H.M.S. Pique was the name-ship of a small class of five frigates (Fifth Rates) ordered in 1833 to a design by Sir
William Symonds. After a brief spell blockading Santander, during the so-called ‘Carlist Wars’ in Spain, and a series
of trials she was fitted out to convey the new Governor-General (Lord Gosford) to Canada and to bring home his
predecessor Lord Aylmer. 
Leaving Quebec on 17th September 1835, she ran aground in thick fog off the Labrador coast on the evening of
22nd October but was successfully floated off the next morning and continued her eastward Atlantic passage
despite having a sprung foremast and without a keel, forefoot or rudder, and taking in two feet of water an hour. It
was either a notable feat or foolhardy to bring her home safely, but gained both boat and captain quite a reputation.
On her return her captain Henry John Rous (1795-1877) was court marshalled ‘on Tuesday, October 20th, 1835,
On board the Victory, (Hulk to Britannia) in Portsmouth Harbour.’ Evidence was produced showing errors in the
charts and the ‘the local inaccuracy of the compass’ were at fault. Rous and the crew were not aware of how serious
the damage was but managed to get the frigate safely to port. The Pique was repaired and was finally broken up in
1910.
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The work was equally praised and damned by the reviewer in the March 1836 number of the Nautical Magazine. The
pencil of the artist has been more happily employed here on the paper than on the stone. The designs are good, and
display the correct drawing, and elegance of style, for which Mr. Schetky’s productions are so well known; and, had
he been seconded by our old acquaintance Haghe, these drawings would have been more to our taste. As they are,
the lithography is execrable, but the drawings, with the exception of the third, decidedly good, and they will no
doubt be preserved, by those who were in the Pique, with all the interest due to the event which they are intended
to commemorate’.
Maybe it is not surprising that we find the lithographers up in Winchester Court as insolvent debtors in 1837.
The Abbey copy is inscribed on the front cover ‘Presented to Admiral Sir John Napier. Only 10 copies done in
Colour. A Rare Naval Item.’ We suspect this may have later colouring. Two other copies, one with very doubtful
colouring is held at the National Maritime Museum and another copy, in uncoloured state, at Library and Archives
Canada.
Abbey Life 341; not in OCLC or COPAC.

CLAIMING TO SOLVE ‘THE GREAT METEOROLOGICAL MYSTERY’

84 SHEPHERD, George. THE CLIMATE OF ENGLAND its meteorological character explained,
and the changes of future years revealed. A solution of the great problem which has defied the philosophy
of all ages, with meteorological tables from the year 1656 to 1861. With appendix, England’s position and
England’s only hope … London: Longman, Green, Longman, and Roberts. 1861. £ 350

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [ii], viii, 65, [1]; with large folding ‘Chart of the Constellations’ and three large folding tables; with
errata and advertisement tipped in; bound in the original green blindstamped publisher’s cloth, upper board lettered in gilt, some marking
to covers and rubbing to extremities, minor splits to joints (but holding firm), still a very good copy.

Scarce first edition of this rather eccentric work on The Climate of England, in which the author claims to solve ‘the
great meteorological mystery’.
The long review in The Medical Times and Gazette, (vol. I, 1861) tries its best to explain the work to their readership:
‘It all amounts to this:- The character of the seasons year by year regulates itself in cycles of twelve years each,
corresponding mainly with position of the planet Jupiter, whose period of revolution round the sun corresponds
pretty nearly with twelve terrestrial years … Except when “perturbations occur,” this is the order of events,
distinguishing the years according to the constellations in which Jupiter is found, and by the terms “ favourable” or
“ disastrous,”—the year 1859 being an example of the former, and 1860 of the latter term …
‘The “perturbations” Mr. Shepherd regards as due to the influence of comets. He devotes several pages to an
endeavour to prove this, but whatever truth there may be in the general law laid down above, we think that his
illustrations in this respect are not only far-fetched but unsatisfactory … For our own part, we think our author
would have served the interests of science better had he been content with demonstrating the seasonal cycles and
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leaving the planets and comets alone. To Mr. Shepherd’s mind the planet Saturn exerts a mysterious influence also,
and as this is partly sanitary, we will quote what he says :—
‘“In 1860, this planet is in the
constellation Leo, with Jupiter entering
the same constellation; the heavens pour
down a deluge of rain. In 1845 Saturn is
in opposition; we are visited with that
terrible scourge the ‘potato disease.’ In
1830 the planet is again in Leo. In 1831
we are visited with that awful pestilence,
the cholera, which raged in almost every
part of the world. In 1815 this planet is
again in opposition, and in 1816 the
heavens pour down torrents of rain; in
1800 this planet is again in Leo, and both
1799 and 1800 pour down their furious
calamities and a deluge of rain. Tracing
the planet still further back, we find it in
1665 in opposition; that year brought on
our country one of its direst calamities,
‘the great plague of London.”’
An Appendix is added entitled
“England’s Position and England’s only
Hope.” This means that we must
counteract the otherwise disastrous
effects of bad seasons by making the
best of the materials at hand for
fertilisation of our soil. It is a treatise on
the application of town sewage to
agricultural purposes. We presume none of us will disagree with Mr. Shepherd upon the desirableness of this
conversion of all that is nasty and disgusting into food for our teeming millions.’ 
OCLC records five copies in North America, at Johns Hopkins, Boston Public library, Boston Athenaeum, UC
Riverside and California State, Sutro library.

EARLY FILM SHOWING AMERICAN SISTER’S  DANCING ACT

85 SHORT, Henry William, Inventor & Patentee. THE FILOSCOPE. Subject - Skirt Dance by the
Sisters Hengler. [Patented in Great Britain, France, Germany, Italy, Austria & United States] [n.d., c. 1897].

£ 850

Original flick book contained within tinplate holder, with iron lever designed to help flip the pages; some minor scratching, and title leaf
with small loss at edge, otherwise in good original state. 

Rare survival of this early and unusual flip book, with a
film depicting a popular American sister dancing act, by a
pioneer of the British film industry.
‘The Filoscope’ is a type of Flip Book which was
patented in 1897 by English filmmaker Henry William
(‘Harry’) Short and sold through his Anglo-French
company Filoscope Syndicate. The book is fixed in a tin
plate holder, with an iron lever used to flip through the
pages. The subjects of the Filoscope were usually films
by Robert Paul (1869-1943), a pioneer of the British film
industry and Short’s friend. This example, made by Paul
in 1897, is entitled “Skirt Dance by the Sisters Hengler”. 
At the turn of the century the Hengler Sisters (May and
Flora) were child protegees of society who became stars
on both sides of the Atlantic, famous for their singing
and dancing act. Born in Brooklyn – May in 1880 and Flo
in 1883, they were one of the first trail-blazing sister acts
that would later become such a popular feature of the
Jazz Age. It seems the present flipbook was produced to
coincide with their appearance at the Alhambra in
London in mid-1897, on their third European trip.
See John Barnes’, The Rise of the Cinema in Great Britain
(1987), vol. 2. 
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‘ SKETCHED ON THE SPOT’

86 SMITH, Emily Genevieve. A PANORAMIC VIEW OF THE CITY OF FUNCHAL IN THE
ISLAND OF MADEIRA, Sketched on the Spot by Mrs. Reginald Southwood Smith… Executed in the
Tinted Style of Lithography by L. Haghe Esq. Lithographer to the Queen. Weymouth, Published by B.
Benson … D. Bogue … London, R. Innes, Funchal, Madeira, 1844. £ 2,500

FIRST EDITION. Slim oblong 4to, title page, dedication, list of subscribers and page of descriptive text, tinted lithographic
panoramic view 28 x 111cm, printed by Louis Hague, folded concertina-style and backed with contemporary linen, some overall
spotting; contemporary roan backed cloth with publishers gilt morocco label to upper board.

The reason for the publication appears in the main to have been due to the Religious antagonism on the island
during the 1840’s.
It seems that the health of Emily Smith, (1817-1877) husband was her reason to visit Madeira. The Rev. Reginald
Smith, had suspected tuberculosis around 1840 and the Smith’s, after no improvement to his heath at Ventnor, on
the Isle of Wight, travelled on to Madeira, arriving there sometime in the middle of October 1841. The couple with
their three children (another nine were to follow including Harriet who was born on the island in March 1843), and
two maids, lived at Madeira for two years, during which period Reginald’s health was to improve. 

The tranquillity on Madeira was somewhat disordered by the proselytising of Dr. Robert Reid Kalley to the poor in
the island. A Scottish physician with a heart for Christian missions, Kalley raised funds by charging rich Catholics
exorbitant amounts for his services and giving free medicine and education to the poor. The Portuguese authorities
began to question his motives, more so when two Portuguese converts took communion. The two were brought
before the court and charged with apostasy and then excommunicated. Eventually violence broke out between the
two religious denominations and by 1846 the Protestant community, now in fear of their lives, were forced off the
island and had to emigrate, first to Trinidad and then to Illinois in the USA!
Emily’s view is taken from the official residence of the governor of Madeira ‘Quinta Angustias’, it was here,
incidentally, that the mob were to beat the living daylights out of a group of thirty to forty Calvinists when
uncontrollable violence erupted on the 2nd August 1846. Emily shows the still peaceful setting of early 1843,
probably taken before or whilst in confinement. Illustrating a panoramic scene the view is described with titles at
the foot of each section: The Peak Fort, Funchal, Madeira – Funchal, looking towards the Roxinna Ravine – The
Bay of Funchal.
The Smiths left the Island for England in October 1844 before the violent clashes. In Alfred Hewlett’s Troubles and
Martyrdom of the Rev. George Marsh … in 1555 (London, 1844) is subjoined a letter from Kalley to the Rev. Reginald
Smith in which he recounts his current persecution. Clearly, although not Presbyterians, Emily and Reginald, who
incidentally had three brothers who had taken the cloth, were however strong supporters of Protestant missions
and so were necessary fund raisers for this Madeira cause. The unsettled situation, which they no doubt witnessed
on the island, was justification for issuing this Panoramic View. No hint of this is given in the text provided by Emily,
probably to avoid any difficulties for Robert Innes who had subscribed 30 copies. He was Secretary to the Scotch
Church on the island and thus candidate for the distribution of copies.
Despite the subscription list totalling almost 300 copies, the panorama is exceedingly scarce; probably most copies
were supplied in sheets and have not survived so well as the present copy, here backed in linen.
Abbey, Life, 563; OCLC records two copies, at the Biblioteca de Arte Calouste Gulbenkian in Portugal, and The
Morgan in the US; a second edition was published later in the same year (one copy in OCLC, at the Mariners
Museum library in the US); not in COPAC.
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IMPORTANT AND INFLUENTIAL WORK ON DESIGN AND DECORATION 
 OF THE REGENCY PERIOD BOTH IN BRITAIN AND AMERICA

87 SMITH, George. A COLLECTION OF DESIGNS FOR HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE AND
INTERIOR DECORATION, in the most approved and elegant taste; viz. curtains; draperies; beds;
cornices; chairs and sofas for parlours, libraries, drawing rooms, &c.; library fauteuils; seats; ottomans;
chaises longue; tables for libraries, writing, work, dressing, &c.; sideboards; celerets; bookcases; screens;
candelabri; chiffoniers; commodes; pier tables; wardrobes; pedestals; glasses; mirrors; lamps; jardiniers;
&c.: with various designs for rooms, geometrical and in perspective, shewing the decorations, adjustment
of the furniture, &c. Also some general observations and a description of each plate. Engraved on 158
plates, from original drawings. London: Published for J. Taylor, at the Architectural Library, No. 59, High
Holborn, 1808. £ 9,500

4to, pp. [i-vi], vii, [viii-ix], x-xiv [1] 2-33 [1] imprint; 158 plates, plates 23 and 26 cut to plate mark and mounted, plate 146 with
repair to margin, some occasional spotting, but still an unusually bright copy; contemporary vellum, upper cover lettered in gilt Marquis
of Downshire, Hillsborough Castle; some marks on lower board; inscribed on title For the use of James McBlaine,
Hillsborough; bookplate of Donald & Mary Hyde.

After Thomas Hope’s publications, George Smith’s Collection of Designs is probably the most important and
influential work on design and decoration of the Regency period both in Britain and America. It is evident that
Smith must have had either fairly accurate drawings or personal knowledge of the Duchess Street interiors and
furnishings.

‘Hope’s designs were put into general circulation by George Smith, the author of a pattern book which quickly
followed Hope’s publication and had practically the same title: A Collection of Designs for Household Furniture and Interior
Decoration, 1808. Little so far is known about Smith’s career. He was a practising craftsman who claimed, without
justification it seems, to be upholsterer to the Prince of Wales. There is certainly much emphasis on upholstery in
his book, a concession to the growing interest in this branch of interior decoration which was largely due to the
increasing output of materials from the factories. This was to be of importance for furniture design, not only in the
attempt to relate curtains and window cornices to the various styles which were beginning to affect furniture but
also in the thicker padding which was being applied to seats of all kinds with consequent influence on their design’
(Frances Collard, Thomas Hope’s Furniture, in: Thomas Hope, Yale, 2008).
‘Smith took over many of the classical features of Hope’s designs. He makes great use of animal monopodia on a
variety of pieces, tables, sideboards, chairs and sofas, for instance, of double lotus leaves meeting centrally in legs
and stretchers, of winged feet on tables and cabinets, of console supports on tables and seats, and of varied
fashionable decorative ornaments such as stars and bolt heads. His chairs in general adopt the straight lines which
were considered to have been the distinguishing mark of ancient furniture, thus failing to continue the use of
contrasting curves which were such an attractive feature of the ‘Trafalgar’ chair. His Household Furniture undoubtedly
kept classical types of furniture very much alive, as did the reissue of Tatham’s Etchings in 1810. But Smith could
not possibly match the scholarship which gave precision to many of Hope’s designs.
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‘Smith also paid great attention to Gothic designs; indeed his book of 1808 presents more illustrations of this style
than any previous publication. He claims that Gothic produced ‘a more abundant variety of ornaments and forms
than can possibly be obtained in any other style’, and he proceeds to apply his Gothic decoration to every kind of
furniture. Herein the fundamental error of designing furniture in historical revivals becomes clear. Smith’s designs
are not Gothic at all; they simply show furniture of current fashionable forms with the addition of Gothic ornament
- pierced quatrefoils, crockets, pinnacles, pointed arches, etc. copied from medieval buildings.
‘Smith’s Cabinet-Maker and Upholsterer’s Guide of 1826, with 153 plates, shows what had happened within two
decades, for it illustrates interiors in Grecian, Egyptian, Etruscan, Roman, Gothic and Louis Quatorze styles while
the author admits that his designs of 1808 are now wholly obsolete owing to the rapid change in taste and the
difficulty of finding new forms. Smith’s furniture is now heavy and clumsy and its decoration coarser, though the
Guide, accepted as the exemplar of late Regency taste, was to have some influence in America as well as in England’
(Joy).

The work was published as a complete volume in boards sometime in 1807 for £4
14s 6d or as here ‘elegantly coloured’ at £7 17s 6d. The British Critic for March 1806
advertises the issue in parts each containing 50 plates price £1 11s 6d each, plain;
or elegantly coloured, £2. 12s 6d.’ The first group of 50 plates dated Dec. 1st 1804;
the second group of 50 dated July 1st 1805 with the remaining plates dated Dec.
1st 1806 and Jan. 1st 1807. The first part with the most Hopean designs was clearly
available by 1805 and thus prior to Hope’s own publication and not after as the
title-page would seem to indicate.
Clearly this was a very expensive work and copies are uncommon in the
marketplace in anything like original condition. 
Provenance: From the library of the Marquise of Downshire of Hillsborough Castle
(County Down, Ireland) and the architect James McBlaine or McBlain who built the local parish church. He was
most likely the overseer of the Hillsborough estate.
See Joy, E. Pictorial Dictionary of British 19th century Furniture Design, 1977; Frances Collard Thomas Hope’s Furniture in
Thomas Hope Yale University Press, 2008; Abbey Life 71.

INCLUDING RECIPES ADAPTED TO THE NORTHERN PALATE

88 SMITH, Mary. THE COMPLETE HOUSE-KEEPER, and Professed Cook. Calculated for the
greater ease and assistance of ladies, house-keepers, cooks, &c. &c. Containing upwards of seven hundred
practical and approved receipts, arranged under the following heads: I. Rules for marketing. II. Boiling,
roasting, and broiling flesh, fish, and fowls; and for making soups and sauces of all kinds. III. Making
made dishes of all sorts, puddings, pies, cakes, fritters, &c. IV. Pickling, preservaing, and making wines in
the best manner and taste. V. Potting and collaring; aspikes in jellies; favoury cakes, blamonge, ice creams
and other creams, whips, jellies, &c. VI. Bills of fare for every month in the year; with a correct list of
every thing in season for every month; illustrated with two elegant
copper-plates of a first and second course for a genteel [sic] table.
A new edition, with considerable additions and improvements. By
Mary Smith, late house-keeper to Sir Walter Blackett, bart. and
formerly in the service of the Right Hon. Lord Anson, Sir Thomas
Sebright, bart. and other families of distinction, as house-keeper
and cook. Newcastle: Printed for S. Hodgson; And G.G. J. and J.
Robinson … 1786.                                                                £ 550

NEW EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 406; with two folding engraved plates; some
worming at head throughout second half of work, significant in places, but
nevertheless not affecting the text, otherwise apart from a few occasional marks, a
clean copy; in recent calf backed marbled boards, spine ruled in gilt with red morocco
label.

Smith’s work first appeared in 1772, probably not long after she left the
employment of Sir Walter Calverley-Blackett, 2nd Baronet of Wallington
Hall, Northumberland and also of Pilgrim Street, Newcastle. 
By the second half of the eighteenth century cookery books were
becoming more standardised beginning which chapters on how to
recognise fresh produce followed by details of the staple dishes required
of a respectable family household. Further sections deal with preserving
various foodstuffs and more luxurious fare including Jellies, Ice creams
and whips. The final section provides advice on seasonable fare and the
suggestions for the first and second courses of the ‘genteel table’ with
accompanying copperplates illustrating the layouts.
Some of the recipes have been copied from previous printed works
although there are also a good number adapted to the hardier types of
the north-east using locally sourced ingredients.
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ESTC records copies in North America at Kansas State, NYPL, Trinity College (Watkinson Library), Library of
Congress, North Carolina at Greensboro and Pennsylvania. Bitting, pp. 439-40; Oxford, p. 106

BY A PRACTICAL GARDENER

89 STROUD, T.B. THE ELEMENTS OF BOTANY,
physiological and systematical: to which is added, a
comprehensive dictionary of all terms used in that science,
either as trivial names or in vegetable delineation, analysis
or arrangement … Greenwich: Printed for the Author, by
Eliz. Delahoy, and sold by Mr. Lee, Nurseryman, Vineyard,
Hammersmith … 1821.                                              £ 385

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [viii], 9-257, [1] blank, [92] ‘Botanical
Dictionary’; apart from some minor light foxing in places, a clean copy
throughout; uncut in the original publisher’s boards, expertly rebacked to
style with printed paper label, some rubbing and chipping to extremities, but
still a very appealing copy.

Uncommon first edition of this useful botanical work by T.B.
Stroud, a gardener to the Duke of Northumberland at Syon
House.
The work, printed in Greenwich by a female publisher, is set out
in three books: Physiology, Systematic Arrangement and a
Botanical Dictionary, the latter of which the author seems
particular proud, stating that ‘All trivial names are included in
this arrangement, excepting such as are derived from old genera,
from comparison with other genera, from the names of persons
or places, from barbarous languages, and such as are of doubtful
origin, all these being improper’ (p. vii).
OCLC records six copies in North America, at California State,
Vassar College, Oklahoma, Lloyd Library, American
Philosophical Society and the Hunt Institute for Botanical
Documentation.

EXPENSIVE LUXURY IN A DECADE OF AUSTERITY

90 [T.S.S. OLYMPIA.] A PAIR OF PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS DEPICTING THE INTERIORS
OF T.S.S. OLYMPIA. [Glasgow]: October, 1953. £ 4,500

Oblong folio, with 86 gelatin silver prints,
approximately 8¾ x 11½ inches (22 x 29.5 cm.),
each stamped W. Wralston, Glasgow with a
negative number in pencil on verso, captions
stencilled in black below, black paper corner-
mounts; in two contemporary faux-snakeskin
ringbinders (some mounts loose), black lettering to
upper boards and spine (a little rubbed).

A singular visual record of the ultra-modern
interiors of the Clyde-built passenger ship
T.S.S. Olympia in the year of its maiden
voyage. The design project was executed by
Patrick McBride, Theodore E. Alexander,
and Athens-based Emmanuel Lazaridis,
with others, including Tibor Reich and
Stafford Unwin, participating. The
fabricants were McInnes Gardner &
Partners of Glasgow.
The finely-detailed black and white prints
suggest the use of large-format negatives,
an expensive luxury in this decade of
austerity. Unpopulated by either passengers
or staff, the precision of the photographs
complements the bold post-war contrasts
and angles, such as in the jazzy ‘Mycenaean’
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and ‘Derby’ rooms. Vibrant upholstery and geometry in the ‘Bookworm’ reading room and ‘The Scribe’ writing
room are balanced against a classic wood-panelled library and card room.
Each image boasts of the state-of-the-art luxury of this new ship: Olympic athletes adorn the walls of the modern
gymnasium, complete with horse riding and cycle exercise machines; there are two childrens’ rooms, ‘Wonderland’
and ‘Neverland’, fitted with playground toys; and even the up-to-date amenities in the first-class ‘stateroom toilet’
are considered worthy of inclusion in this record.
Manuscript notes in pencil on the mounts beneath the photographs, matching the captions later stencilled in black
below, are testament that these two albums were compiled with much care and consideration, most likely as a
presentation gift. It is unlikely that a similarly extensive set of images exists in such a format.
Having changed hands and been renamed several times, the ship was finally broken up in early 2010.

WITH BONDY YOMTOB AZULAY AT HIS SHOP COUNTER

91 [THAMES TUNNEL]. THAMES TUNNEL 1200 FEET LONG, 76 FEET BELOW HIGH
WATER MARK, WAS 8 YEARS BUILDING & COST £446,000, OPENED 25TH DAY OF MARCH
1843. [London: Azulay] c. 1851. £ 385

Hand coloured lithograph, accordion-folding peepshow, with two cut-out panels;
the front-face measures 93 x 122mm; the front-face, cut-out panels, numbered 1
and 2 at top centre; and back-scene are all varnished; the peepshow expands by
black glaze relief textured paper bellows (l. and r.) expanding to approximately
290 mm. 

Peepshow of Thames Tunnel, overlaid with black textured paper.
The navy-blue slip-case carries a label with the title in Gothic letters,
‘The Thames Tunnel’. The front-face design supplies the title, a view
of the Rotherhithe entrance, and two peep-holes. The view is a
reduced version of that on a German produced Peepshow of 1851;
The first cut-out panel shows one of the counters. No vehicles are
shown. The pedestrians include two Middle East or North African
visitors, two Greek clerics, a Scot, a Chinese man, and several people
in national costumes.
In the first cut out shows the splendidly named Bondy Yomtob
Azulay in his shop inside the tunnel, who is in the process of
demonstrating a peepshow to a prospective customer, bedecked in
top hat.
Elton, Triumphant Bore, see item 161; Hyde-Gestetner Paper Peepshows 277.

PUSS IN BOOTS

92 [THEATRE GAME]. MORIOT, Jean-Nicolas artist. LES AVENTURES DU CHAT BOTTÉ
DU MARQUIS DE CARABAS. [Paris]: [c. 1835]. £ 4,000

The hand coloured theatre pieces include:- a folding card sheet of the theatre, replete with proscenium surmounted with a flamboyant
cartouche containing the title, supported left and right by boxes with playgoers left and right, also left and right, outer paired pilasters
surmounted with scrolls and cats heads; also a box stalls populated by playgoers; 6 standing figures: including a mother holding a child;
a pastry seller with basket in hand, a gentleman facing the stage, the others figures of children either in pairs, pointing to the stage, and
one a holding a harlequin toy; also 11 scenes each framed with a ‘cats head’ pull and with two lines describing the scene that can be
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slotted in the proscenium of the theatre (a few old repairs ro the backs of some of the pieces); all contained in the original card box [24 x
16.5 x 3cm], the upper side of the lid with the title of the toy theatre above a hand coloured scene from the play; a very desirable toy. 

An unusually fine theatrical toy adapted from the perennial favourite story of ‘Puss in Boots.’
Clearly a luxury plaything with well delineated scenes and pieces, the toy theatre would have been produced very
probably in Paris sometime during the 1830’s when both the wealthy middle-classes were in their ascendancy. The
Folklorists Iona and Peter Opie observe that ‘the tale is unusual in that the hero little deserves his good fortune,
that is if his poverty, his being a third child, and his unquestioning acceptance of the cat’s sinful instructions, are not
nowadays looked upon as virtues.’ One really wonders if this was overtly obvious to contemporary buyers! 
The lid and one of the pieces includes the signature ‘Moriot’ who is without doubt the Jean-Nicholad Morio
described in Gabet’s contemporaneous Dictionnaire as ‘graveur, rue des Bernardi, 24, né à Nancy (Meurthe), le 26
mai 1800. Cet artiste s’occupe plus particulièrement de la gravure à l’aquatinta.’ 
This artist must be a relation of Nicolas-Marie Moriot a designer for Sèvres who produced important designs typical
of the Renaissance Revival style of mid-nineteenth-century. A hint of this flamboyance appears to have crept into
this delightful work too.
See Charles Gabet. Dictionnaire des artistes de l’école française, au XIXe siècle: peinture Paris, 1834, p. 503
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PHOTOPOETRY

93 THOMPSON, Stephen. VENICE AND THE POETS. with Photographic Illustrations. London,
Provost & Co., 1870. £ 500

FIRST EDITION. 4to. pp. [iv], 47, [1], title printed in red and black, with photographic frontispiece, 8 photographic plates,
mounted onto thick sheets with printed captions and two photographic vignettes in the text; occasionally a little spotted, not affecting the
photos, p. 35 with repair to lower margins, one mounting sheet with short marginal tear; original publisher’s bevelled cloth, front cover
with gilt-stamped illustration and title, spine lettered in gilt; sunned, corners a little worn, one patch of cloth slightly detached from rear
cover, due to humidity; presentation inscription, dated Christmas 1870 on verso of frontispiece;

Uncommon and atmospheric views of Venice in fine albumen prints, alongside an anthology of poems on Venice. 
‘Venice and the Poets capitalises on the popularity of ‘the glorious city in the sea’ for a number of nineteenth-century
British poets including Wordsworth, Byron, Browning, Addison, Moore, Rogers, Clough, and Shelley, from whose
works the editor and photographer Stephen Thompson has made appropriate excisions. The nature of the
anthology again recalls practices of commonplacing and scrapbooking, in which choice elements of poetry and
photographs were paired in domestic books along with other ephemera. 
‘Like Fairylife and Fairyland, Venice and the Poets focuses not on picturesque landscapes but on architecture and
urban scenes. These books are the earliest examples of photopoetry in which urban scenes are considered legitimate
sites both of poetic and photographic art. Notably, they are both set outside the British Isles, thus suggesting while
the landscapes of home were picturesque enough to be captured photographically, industrial Britain was perhaps
not as enticing a subject as the palaces of Portugal and sea-city of Venice. Similarly, these photographic concerns
may be seen as influenced by the interests of the Romantic poets in Italy, particularly, and again form a model for
the potential legitimisation of photography as an art form.’ [See https://arts.st-andrews.ac.uk article on
Photopoetry].
Thompson had a good reputation for his photographic book illustrations, which included landscapes as well as
pictures of monuments and artworks. During the 1870s he worked for the British Museum, documenting its
holdings.
Gernsheim 493; OCLC: 9659064.

BY ELIZABETH GASKELL’S  TEACHER?

94 [THOMSON, Katherine]. ROSABEL, A Novel, in Three Volumes. By the Authoress of
Constance. London: Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, Green, and Longman, 1835. £ 950

FIRST EDITION, ASSOCIATION COPY. Three volumes, 8vo, pp. [iv], 309, [1] blank; [iv], 309, [1]; [iv], 376; a
clean copy throughout; in contemporary half calf over marbled boards, spines ruled in gilt, with contrasting morocco labels lettered and
numbered in gilt, lightly rubbed, but still a very desirable copy, inscribed ‘To William John Thomson, from the authoress’ at head of
half-title of volume I, and with ‘W.J. Thomson’ written in same hand at head of half-titles of vol’s II & III; armorial bookplate
initialled W.W.T. [William Thomas Thomson - see below] on front pastedown of each volume.

Scarce first edition of the second novel by Katherine Thomson, better remembered for her historical biographies.
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‘A good beginning to a book is a good sign; and had
we not been prepared to anticipate a superior novel
from “the authoress of Constance,” the opening to
Rosabel would have taught us to expect it. Nor will
the reader be disappointed. Most of the best qualities
of this species of composition are illustrated in the
work before us. An acute appreciation of human
nature, a sufficient knowledge of life, vivacity in
description and a power to combine the whole into an
interesting narrative, are the sure recommendations of
Rosabel’ (The Literary Gazette, 1835, p. 306). 
The author, Katherine Thomson (1797–1862) was an
English writer, known as a novelist and historian. She
was the seventh daughter of Thomas Byerley of
Etruria, Staffordshire, a nephew by marriage and
sometime partner and manager of the pottery works
of Josiah Wedgwood. Before her marriage Katherine
had taught for nine years with her sisters Maria, Anne
and Jane Margaret Byerley at their school in
Warwickshire. Afterwards she and her husband were
still closely involved, letters and advice flew to and fro
and they took pupils on holidays to Belgium,
Switzerland and France. It is interesting to note that at
this time Elizabeth Gaskell attended the school, and

very likely was taught, or at least known to Katherine Thomson. In 1820 she married the physician Anthony Todd
Thomson, as his second wife. During their residence in London, for some of the time at Hinde Street, Marylebone,
she and her husband assembled an artistic and literary circle, among their earlier friends being Thomas Campbell
(poet), David Wilkie (artist), James Mackintosh, Francis Jeffrey, Lord Jeffrey, and Lord Cockburn. Later, in Welbeck
Street, they saw much of Thackeray, Robert Browning, and also of Lord Lytton, who became a close friend.
Provenance: The work is inscribed by the author to her brother in law William John Thomson (1771-1845) and
thence by decent to William Thomas Thomson of Innerleithen, Peebleshire (1813-1883) who has affixed his
bookplate to each volume.
The recipient William John Thomson was born in Savannah, Georgia to a Scottish-American loyalist. He left
America as a child, coming to London where he learned to paint and from 1795 he exhibited at the Royal Academy.
Upon moving to Edinburgh, he married Helen Colhoun on 12 May 1797. His portrait subjects appear to be men
and women from the emerging middle classes, including those in literary circles – this was possibly due to his family
connection with the novelist Elizabeth Gaskell, whom he painted in 1832 when she was in Manchester. In 1829,
after a long and successful career as a miniaturist, he was made an academician of the Royal Scottish Academy.
Having started his studio in London he worked in Edinburgh from the late eighteenth century, where he died in
1845.
OCLC records one copy in North America, at Illinois.

ORIGINAL SUBSCRIBERS LIST FOR AN EARLY
PORTRAIT OF QUEEN VICTORIA

95 [VICTORIA]. SUBSCRIBERS TO THE
PORTRAIT OF HER MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY
THE QUEEN. Painted by Mr Wm Fowler And engraving
in the first style of Mezzotinto by Mr Benyn P. Gibbon.
London, Welch & Gwynne, Printsellers to the Royal Family,
24 St. James’ St. [1839].                                               £ 550

Small 4to; pp. 10, [16] blank; list of 77 subscribers in manuscript some
minor dust-soiling in places, but generally clean throughout; handsomely
bound in contemporary green morocco, tooled in gilt, upper covers lettered in
gilt with the Royal Coat of Arms at head, light rubbing to extremities.

Highly desirable and handsomely bound subscribers list. The first
signatories include Her Majesty The Queen Dowager; Her Royal
Highness The Duchess of Kent; Her Serene Highness The
Princess Hohenlohe; His Serene Highness The Reigning Duke of
Saxe Coburg although these names have all been transcribed in a
clerks hand however later subsequent subscribers including
Bishop of Ripon, Earl of Beverley etc. have signed for
themselves.
Three versions of the print where available: Prints at 15/- Proofs
at £1. 11s 6d and Proofs before Letters £2 12s 6d. Royalty
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naturally took pulls of the highest values with bishops allowing themselves proofs and the hoi polloi the ordinary
impressions at 15/-.
Published on the 11th February 1840 and engraved by Benjamin Phelps Gibbon (1802–1851) whose prints were
‘distinguished by a delicacy of touch and an economy of line’.

A RARE SURVIVOR

96 WALLIS, John. THE ELEMENTS OF ASTRONOMY AND GEOGRAPHY. Explained on 40
Cards, beautifully Engraved and Coloured By Abbe Paris Published, July 15th, 1795. by John Wallis, No.
16 Ludgate Street, London. 1795. £ 7,500

40 hand coloured engraved cards [9 x 6 cm.]; contained in the original pink paper covered box [10 x 6.5 x 2cm.], the upper cover with
an engraved label containing the title, imprint and an illustration of astronomical and geographical instruments; retail label on green
paper ‘Sold by C. Seward, Lancaster.’ 

An extremely uncommon didactic card game explaining the necessary accomplishments of Astronomy and
Geography.
The teaching of geography in the home was commonly associated with astronomy during the Georgian period with
pairs of globes, terrestrial and celestial, almost essential to any family library. It is therefore unsurprising that John
Wallis would produce a set of cards that could be included with the then fashionable pursuit of ‘Teaching of the
Globes.’ 
There is also a French set with the title Cartes Elementaires d’Astronomie et De Geographie, Mr. L’Abbe Paris using with
the same English engraved images, with French explanatory text on the verso . We believe the ‘Abbe’ is a fiction
and probably simply a reference adopted by Wallis to give the educational properties of the cards some authority. 
The card illustrations are mostly diagrammatic and contain the
following subjects; 1) An Armillary Sphere; 2) The Map of the
World; 3) Lines; 4) Circle; 5) Circumference and Degrees; 6)
Diameter and Radius; 7) Axis; 8) Angles; 9) Convexity; 10) Gravity;
11) Parallel columns; 11) Equator; 12) Meridian; 13) Finding
Longitude and Latitude; 14) Use of Longitude and Latitude; 15)
Degree of Longitude; 16) Declination and ascension; 17) Elliptic;
18) Zenith and Nadir; 19) The Tropics; 20) Right Sphere; 21)
Parallel Sphere; 22) Oblique Sphere; 23) Oblique positions of the
globe - with a vovelle; 24) Elevation of a pole; 25) Zones; 26)
Climates; 27) Peraescii; 28) Antæci; 29) Antipodes; 30) Ascii; 31)
Amphiscii; 32) Heteroscii; 33) Periscii; 34) Phases of the Moon; 35)
Lunar Eclipse; 36) Solar Eclipse; (37 Solar Eclipse continued; 38)
Twilight; 39) The winds; 40) Regions of atmospheric refraction.
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The printed rules explain that the cards are dealt out with the eldest player first starting the game, whoever has the
highest number in a round wins a trick and can take as may tokens from a pool of ‘fish’ as there are cards in the
trick. However before they can take possession of such a prize the player has to explain the cards in the trick
without looking at the explanation on the back – failing this task their cards fall to the next eldest, and so on until a
winner is found. One feels that argument, frustration and temper might result from such a ploy and could indicate
why such a delicate card game is somewhat scarce.

‘PRIDE,  POMP,  AND CIRCUMSTANCE’

97 [WINDSOR]. THE INSTALLATION OF THE KNIGHTS OF THE GARTER IN THE
CHAPEL OF ST. GEORGE, WINDSOR. With a View of the Choir. Interior View of Cathedral and
Collegiate Buildings. Drawn and etched by I.R. Thompson. Published by Charles Essex, Wells Street,
Grays Inn Road, London, [c. 1830]. £ 1,750

Concertina-folding etched, aquatinted and hand-coloured peepshow, with seven cut-out
sections; front-face measuring 149 × 112 mm; he peepshow extends, by paper bellows
to approximately 690 mm; front face a little worn and spotted, internally fresh and
bright; original defective slip-case with engraved and hand-coloured label with a view of
the exterior of the chapel; housed in a custom-made cloth box. 

The front-face provides the title as above, a view of the entrance, and the
artist’s name and publisher’s details. The doors recede when the
peepshow is extended. The peepshow itself consists of a view of the
installation ceremony, looking West. Members of the order meet at
Windsor Castle every June for the annual Garter Service. After lunch in
the State Apartments in the Upper Ward of the Castle they process on
foot, wearing their robes and insignia, down to St George’s Chapel where
the service is held. If any new members have been admitted to the Order
they are installed at the service.
The artist is very probably James Roberts Thompson (c. 1799-c.1845) a
pupil and assistant of John Britton, the architectural topographer. In 1807
he was employed to survey Henry VII’s Chapel at Westminster in
connection with a proposed restoration and exhibited fairly regularly at
the Royal Academy until 1843. A similar peepshow The Coronation in the
Abbey of St Peter’s Westminster, of His Majesty King William IVth and Queen
Adelaide of 1831 is also credited to Thompson, and would appear to
support our attribution.
Gestetner-Hyde 218.

‘WOOD’S FINEST ARCHITECTURAL COMPOSITION’

98 WOOD, John, the Elder. A DESCRIPTION OF THE EXCHANGE OF BRISTOL: wherein the
ceremony of laying the First Stone of that structure; together with that of opening the building for publick
use, is particularly recited. Bath: Sold by J. Leake; C. Hitch, in Pater-noster-Row, London; and B. Hickley,
in Bristol, MDCCXLV [ 1745]. £ 1,450

LIMITED TO 300 COPIES. 8vo, pp. [1-4] [4] ‘Advertisement’ and ‘Subscribers’ [5]-36 [2] ‘Advertisement’, 8 engraved plates by
P. Fourdrinier, of which 6 double-page; modern marbled boards, with printed label to spine; this copy appears to have been Earl
Cowper’s copy.

Although John Wood (1704-1754) is chiefly known
for his work at Bath, his finest building is generally
thought to be his design of the Exchange of Bristol.
Wood gives an account of the building together with
information on the site, discussions with the town
council, alterations to his original plan and the
festivities occasioned by the opening of the
exchange. The work is finely illustrated with plans,
elevations, and sections of the work carried out by
Wood.
‘The appointment [of Wood as architect] together
with that of several prominent craftsmen from Bath,
gave rise to local resentment, and Wood failed to
have his full scheme, centred on an Egyptian hall,
accepted; but the principal elevation of the exchange,
a tauter version of the Queen Square design [Bath],
perfectly proportioned and enriched by Thomas
Paty’s superb carving, it is arguably Wood’s finest
architectural composition and one of the most
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distinguished examples of English Palladianism. Its success led Bristol’s great rival, Liverpool, to commission Wood
in 1749 to design a combined exchange and town hall, a further development of the same scheme, the building of
which was supervised by his eldest son; following a fire in 1795 it was much altered by James Wyatt and John
Foster.’ [ODNB]
ESTC records five copies in North America at Columbia, Carnell, Harvard, NYPL & UC Clark.

PROPOSAL’S  FOR ALTERATIONS TO
LONDON’S WEST END

99 [WYATT, Lewis]. PROSPECTUS OF A DESIGN
FOR VARIOUS IMPROVEMENTS IN THE
METROPOLIS, principally about the court. London,
Printed by J. Barfield, 1816.                                        £ 385

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xiv, 15-75, [1] blank; in the original
publisher’s wraps, slightly chipped.

A scarce pamphlet, issued for private circulation by its author, an
unnamed architect conventionally identified (e.g. by Colvin) as
Lewis William Wyatt (1777-1853), a nephew of the celebrated
architect James Wyatt, and himself an able designer of country
houses in a variety of historical styles. 
The pamphlet offers proposals for extensive alterations to the
street system of London’s West End, and for the construction of
a large new royal palace that would incorporate the existing
Carlton House building in Pall Mall, as well as suggested designs
for naval and military monuments to mark the achievements of
sailors and soldiers in the Napoleonic Wars which in 1816 had
just ended. A more curious proposal is for the construction of
“Burlington Subscription Rooms” on the site of Burlington
House and its gardens, these rooms to house assemblies,
concerts, operas, plays, masquerades, a library and a museum, and
the subscribers to be limited to ‘those who had been presented at
the court’.
OCLC records six copies worldwide, four in the UK, at the BL,
British Architectural library, Newcastle and Oxford, and two in
North America, at Cornell and the Canadian Center for
Architecture.

‘ROTTEN’  BOROUGHS

100 WYLD, James. A MAP SHEWING THE PLACES IN ENGLAND AND WALES, SENDING
MEMBERS TO PARLIAMENT Together with the Alterations proposed of the People. London:
Published by James Wyld, geographer to His Majesty, 5 Charing Cross. 1831. £ 550

Hand coloured lithograph map [56 x 39cm], mounted on linen highlighted to show changes that would occur to the franchise with a
printed tabulation below; folding into original green cloth slip case, upper cover with a printed and manuscript label.

Rare map showing in an elegant and easily understandable form the extent of ‘Rotten’ boroughs throughout
England and Wales.
Each of the places that were either to lose or gain the representation by a Member of Parliament in the Commons
under the new Bill are neatly differentiated in colour. The expanding cities of Birmingham, Manchester and
Sheffield of the industrial North gained the most from the legislation, with many ‘rotten boroughs,’ especially in the
southern counties, subsumed into neighbouring districts that better represented their populations.
It appears that a copy of this map was used by Sir Robert Peel in his efforts to placate the worst effects of Reform
during the its long journey through both Houses of Parliament in 1831.
On the 27th of July 1831 ‘[Sir Robert] held in his hand a small map which had been lately published, entitled, A map
shewing the places in England and Wales sending members to parliament heretofore, with the alterations proposed to be made by the bill
for amending the representation. In this map he would draw a line, not exactly across the centre of the country, but from
the indenture made in the coast by the Severn to the indenture made on the opposite coast by the Wash. … This
line was not a fanciful one, but one which divided with tolerable accuracy the agricultural from the manufacturing
districts. On the north of this line were situated the great coal-fields of England, with all the manufactures which
depended on them. Taking this line for his guide, he would attempt to prove that the bill gave an immense
preponderance to the northern or manufacturing district, and greatly and unduly lessened the weight and distinction
of the southern district, which comprised the chief agricultural counties of England.’ (Hansard House of Commons
Debate, 27 July 1831, vol. 5 cc. 405-57.
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